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Cha:pter I. INTRODUCTION 
General statement of :problem. This thesis is a job analys:is 
of nru.sic teaching :posi tiona in the :public schools of Massachusetts. 
It is the :purpose of this thesis to deten:nine the function of the 
nru.aic teacher, and, in so doing, to ascertain his neea.s. On the 
basis of the needs evidenced, teacher training institutions can 
ad.a:pt their curriculums to include additional courses in the areas 
of learning in which the music ilieacher is deficient and to 
discontinue those courses not essential to the job of teaching 
music. Not only will teacher training inati tutions benefit by th:is 
survey, but :placement agencies will know that the candidates 
recommended for :positions are wellwtrained to teach nru.sic. 
Significance of the :problem. As the :posi tiona occu:pied by 
nru.sic teachers in the :public schools of Massachusetts differ from 
community to comrmm1ty, it is im:portant that the :positions be 
defined, through analysis. With a clear evaluation of music teaching 
:positions in this state, a more uniform. :procedure in the training 
and em:ploying of music teachers can be ado:pted. A homogeneity in 
the a:p:proach of teacher training institutions toward curriculum 
:planning will result in a si:milar background of training ana. 
e.x:perience for the :pros:pective mu.sic teacher. This similarity of 
background will facilitate :placement of candidates, and it will 
also lead !J'Ventually, to the establishing of better ana. more 
standa~dized :public school music :programs. Through standardized 
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music :progra:ms ~ the schools can of'f'er more varied, additional~ and, t 
most important, similar music experiences to each and every child 
regardless of' geographical location. 
Definition of' terms. When the term. "su:pervisort' is used in 
the text--not in the tables--it refers to an administrator. The 
term. "teacherfl when f'ound in the text refers to a :person engaged m 
actual classroom instruction. t'Personal qualities11 include the 
:personal traits and qualifications essential to a good music 
teacher. As :personal qualities ref'er to :personal qualifications, 
11:prof'essional qualities 11 include teaching techniques~ the curricuJar 
patterns significant' to :professional development, and the 
organizational procedures necessary to the success of' the music 
teacher. "Musical qualities" include a discussien of' the musical 
training and experiences necessary to equip the music teacher to 
teach the subject. 
Specific statement of' the :problem. This study is a job 
analysis of music teaching :positions ~n the public schools of' 
Massachusetts according to the level of' instruction~ r.amely, 
elementary, junior high, and senior high school. 
Sources of' data. Literature dealing with the qualif'icatior.s 
of' the music teacher is used to some extent. In addi.tion~ the 
f'ive significant curricular patterns are included and discussed 
as they relate to teacher qualifications. However~ the primary 
source of' information was a questionnaire sent to the public 
school music teachers in the state of' Massachusetts. The -~ 
questionnaire was personal in nature, am. included questions 
:pertaining to the social1 music, and :professional 
responsibilities and duties of the music teacher both in and 
out of the classroom. 
Experimental design. The experimental design used to 
obtain the data for this job analysis was a questionnaire sent to 
music teachers in the state of Massachusetts. Three hundred. and 
eighty-five questionnaires were :prepared. and sent to a 
representative saJ:lJille of music teachers in this state. Of the 
three hundred and eighty-five questionnaires sent, ninety-four 
were returned. This represents a return of better than 
twenty-four per cent. However., of the ninety-four returned, 
eight questionnaires, or eight :per cent of the total returned, 
were not usable d.ue to incoin.:pleteness. Included with each 
questionnaire was a letter stating the :purpose and. function of 
this survey and the need it would fulfill. A copy of the letter 
and of i;lle questionnaire may be found in the appendix. 
The questionnaire was three pages in lev~h and was 
duplicated. on eight and one~half by fourteen inch paper. The 
questions included were thougb.1essential to an analysis of music 
teaching :positions. As this was intended. to be a :personal 
questionnaire, the first question asked was the name of the :person 
making the report. Then1 the repartee was asked to include his 
address and the name of the school in which he teaches. Official 
:position was the next question on the form. This question, in 
ma~ cases, served to indicate the job responsibilities of the 
person making the report and showed the variety of titles held by 
3 
music teaching :personnel in this area. Included in this section, 
which can be categorized as the :personal data section 0f the 
questionnaire, was the degree or degrees held by the person maki:rg 
the report and the date earned. Directly f0llowing this, the 
reportee indicated the last time he did course work at a 
collegiate institution. This certainly is a revealing questi0n 
as it evidences the.interest shown by a music teacher in 
acquainting himsel:f with new teaching techniques and in improving 
his professional and musical background th:rough ad.ditiC>nal 
training. The last questi0n included as a part of the personal 
data section asked the reportee to list his maj0r :performance 
:field. during his college career. It was indeed. interesting to 
match the many voice najors holding instrumental jobs to the many 
instrumentalists engaged. in teaching classroom vocal :music and in 
directing choral groups. 
The next section of the questionnaire can effectively be 
titled. sch0ol 0rganization. In this section the person completirg 
the report was asked to state the a~nistrative organizatien of 
his school system. It was interesting to note the number of 
systems actually using the junior high school as a separate unit 
and the many variations of C>rganization ef systems actually 
included.. In the organization of the school it was necessary to 
know the length of the acad.emic subject :peried as gpposed. to the 
length of a single music period. This proved of value :for in'ma:ry 
cases the length of the music and acad.emic :period.s d.if'fered and 
illustrated. how short many music sessions actually are. The 
4 
The IlUillber of' :periods :per school day :was .the next question 
a:p:pearing in this section. In evaluating the Il.Uliiber of' :periods 
f'ound in some school systems it is easy to realize why mu.ch of' the 
· mu.sic :program mu.st take :place af'ter school hol::trs. The :person 
naking the re:port was then asked. to f'ill in the actual minutes :per 
week he s:pent in teaching mu.sie, according to level, i.e., 
elementary, junior high, and senior high school. This was divided 
into: (l) mimtes J?er week s:pent in teaching mu.sic in the school 
and (2) the a:mount of' time s:pent teaching mu.sic outside of' school 
time. Many of' the re:portees stated. that they s:pend more time 
teaching mu.sic outside of' school than they d.o in school. In 
asking the music teacher to indicate his ad.d.i tional school 
res:ponsibilities, other than mu.sic, it was interesting t0 note the 
many and varied. activit:i.es re:presented.. Included as a IJart of' the 
questionnaire were such tYJ?ical duties as homeroom, counseling, 
ad. visor to a club, and the teaching of -other subjects. However, 
the information listed by those r.e:pn±rting was quite extensive and 
varied.. In addition to indicating their additional school 
res:ponsibilities :it was also requested. that the teacher notate the 
IlUillber of minutes :per week, both in and out of school, he s:pent in 
this activity. 
In the section called. the teaching load., which took the 
entire second :page of the questionnaire, it was asked. that the 
mu.sic :person making the re:port imica te the courses he actually 
teaches and those f'or which he is. res:ponsible. This :page, or 
section, was divided. acco~ng to level of' instruction, elementary, 
5 
junior high, and senior high, and included as a part of the_ 
questionnaire those courses most frequently included in school 
music curriculums at each level. Of course a blank was provided 
in each of the three divisions to allow for the reportee to notate 
any courses, not on the form, that were a part of his music 
program. After the mme of the c·ourse the person filling out this 
report indicated the number of meetings per week in school and the 
number of times the class met outside of school. Further across 
the page, opposite the class title and beside the colUJilll marked 
"Meetings per Week", he indicated the total :rnJ.mber of :minu:tes per 
week he spent teaching this course. Under the heading of 
elementary school, seven courses were listed., and these included 
classroom vocal, orchestra, band, chorus, string classes_, brass 
and woodwind classes_, rhythm band_, and a space was provided. for 
those courses not listed to be included by the repartee. In the 
junior high school section, band orchestra, chorus, girls glee 
club, boys glee club, general music, string classes_, appreciation, 
brass and woodwind classes were included as the most probab~ - , 
courses taught at this level. A blank indicated by the heading of 
11other11 allowed opportunity for the teacher to list his additional 
classes. At the senior high school level sUch classes as band, 
orchestra, chorus, girls glee club, boys glee club, general music, 
string classes, brass and woodwind classes, acapella choir, 
instrumental ensembles_, and theory and harmony, with :the 
op:portuni ty for other courses to be listed, was believed. to be 
representative of a high school music curriculum. Without a 
6 
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doubt this is the most valuable area to be found in the 
g_uestioru:aire. Within this section, the :person filling out the 
form. lists the classes he actually teaches, notates those for 
which he is responsible, tells how many times these classes meet, 
both in and out of' school; ana. the total number of minutes per 
week he speruls teaching each class. In regard to his actual 
teaching and supervisory duties, this section tells at a glance 
the amount of time and the number of courses with which the 
teacher actually works. This section is an analysis of the music 
teaching load- of the reportee and indicates the areas in his job 
which reg_uire his primary concentration, such as vocal, or 
instrumental, or general music, or classroom. vocal. 
The next section of the questionnaire could be called a 
performance schedUle. In this section the music teacher was 
asked to list the groups in his school or schools that perform. 
during the year. Re was also reg_uested to list the number of 
performances by each group accordM1g to level, elementary, junior 
high, and high school. This section was divided according to kind 
of performance, and. the divisions included are choral, instrumental., 
and. other perf o:r.mances. Certainly the area of perf orn:f1nce requires 
much of the music personts time and is, therefore:, a valuable 
consideration in any job analysis. 
At this point in the g_uestionnaire the reportee was asked 
to notate his professional affiliations. In addition to listing 
the name of the organization, he irulicated the number of meetings 
per organization he attended in a year and notated any offices of 
7 
responsibilities and the date he held such pesitions. The 
repartee was then asked if he attended conventions of professional 
organizations and if he did_, to indicate the conventions he 
attended. Raving answered this question the :music person :rraking 
out the form. was asked to netate if his· convention e:x:penses_, or 
any part of· themJ were defrayed by the school. The answers 
received were 11all:, 11 11part) 11 or IJnone • " This section proved of 
value in that it revealed the amount of time spent in professional 
organizations_, the interest shown in belonging to a professional 
organization_, the number of meetings attended, and, in short, was 
the person filling out this :form. interested in the :nany advantages 
offered to him by participation in a prefessional group. 
Participation in community :music activities is the next 
sectien on the questionmire. At this point, the teacher was 
asked to indicate his participation as a member or as a director :In 
community :music organizations and the minutes per week he spent in 
each conmumity activity. The organizations listed on the 
questionnaire included church choir, community band, community 
orchestra, cennnunity chorus, recreational :music program, and an 
opportunity • was provided the reportee to add his other connnuni ty 
responsibilities. This t;tuest was included to find out how mu.qh of 
the teacher•s time and interest was spent in community activities; 
in other words) how did he spend his leisure hours--was it in 
helping the community7--did he consider this a part of his job? 
The teacher was then asked if he gave :private instruction 
in music and to indicate the total number of minutes per week he 
spends giving lessons. This was intended as a means of finding oub 
8 
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if the music 'beacher su:p:plemen'bed.. his income by giving :priva'be 
instruction, and., also, indicated. the use the re:portee makes of 
his leisure t:irae. This section on :private instruction conclud..ed.. 
the questionnaire. 
The information re:ported.. on the returned. questionnaires 
has been tabulated and is :presented in Cha:pter III. For an 
evaluation of the data see Cha:pter IV. 
-· 
Chapter II. REVIEW OF RElATED LITERATURE 
Since no research is available on music teaching positions 
in the state of Massachusetts, this chapter will be a discussion 
of music teacher qualifications. The literature used in this 
chapter includes sdme studies in the field of music education and 
also books and. articles written by recognized leaders in the fiell. 
In reviewing the literature concerned with this topic, the 
chapter will be divided into three sections: (1) Personal 
Qualities (2) Professional Qualities, and (3) MUsical Qualities. 
Although mu.ch of the literature is highly subjective, it is 
significant when certain qualifications appear in the writings. 
It is to be hoped that in the near future music education can 
produce objective evidence to support these opinions. 
Personal Qualities. The music teacher must have a broad 
cultural background. to enable him to discuss areas of interest 
outside the scope of music·. In short, his education should in-
elude general educationsareas that will provide him with 
knowledge in the fields of' the hu:n:anities and of the social 
sciences. Wilson includes the following: u • •• the music 
educator of today and. of the future must be a broad-gauged person 
of wide, general education, including a good command of English 
both in speaking and in writing. "1 Emphasis is given to general 
education as a means of acquiring a broad cultural background. by 
lwilson, Harry :Robert_, Music in the High School. New 
York. Silver :Burdett Company, ~ p. 380.--
such authors as Cheyette, 2 Dykema and Gehrkens, 3 Ehlert:~ 4 and 
Tapper.5 They feel that the nmsic teacher should. be intell.ectu-
all.y on a par with the other teachers in the school, and that 
there is a definite relationship between music and. other life 
activities. To avoid. teaching music as an isolated subject, to 
equip the lln.l.sic teacher with an understanding of the social, 
economical, physical:~ cultural, and political aspects of the 
world, are additional reasons from the above~nam.ed. authors for 
--
the music teacher•s need of a broad cultural background. 
Of prilnary importance in the teaching of music is the 
personality of the music teacher. Personality includes charm., 
the ability to win and hold young people, being gracious and 
pleasant, and being a really fine person. Ward includes person-
ality ee.eond in a list of .. requirements essential to the music 
teacher. ". • • we must give special consid.era tion to personality:~ 
for success or failure depends upon it ••• ~6 Indeed, it is 
evident that no :matter the training or background of the music 
teacher, or his musicianship, he will not succeed unless he has 
the personality capable of ~ttracting young people to the work he 
2Cheyette, Irving, 11Trends in Music Teacher Training, 11 
Music Educators Journal. Chicago. Music Educators National 
Conference, October, lgtO. 27:2-3 
3nykema, Peter W., and Karl. W, Gehrkens, The Teaching 
and. Administration of High School Music. Boston. C, C. 
BircharP,. and Compan;y, l§l+I. pp. 46o.,.tF69. · 
'+:H!hlert., J .K., uDesirable Attributes of the Music 
Teacher, H Education Administration and Supervision. November, 
1950. 36:411-418. -
5Tapper, Thonas, The Education of the Music Teacher. 
Philadelphia. Theodore Presser Compan;y, 1915. 
6Ward, Arthur E., Music Education for High Schools. 
New York. American Book Compan;y, lgtl. pp. 10~1.7. 
l.l. 
is doing. In the results o'f a questionnaire survey 'from 'five 
hundred and seventy superintendents and music supervisors, Ehlert 
'found. that the most desirable trait of the music teacher was 
personality.! 
Another perso:m-1 qualification of the music teacher is 
that he must be a strong leader. Not only DDlst he be a good 
musician and well-schooled in pedagogy, be must also be able to 
organize, direct, and inspire his grc:mps to attain the best 
possible DDlSical results. Woods defines a DDlSical leader as one 
having '\ •• the ability to weld the rhythmical playillg of 
thirty-five or :forty individuals ••• to give cues llith ••• cer-
tainty. • .insist upon playing their parts corJrectly ,_ ••• some 
conception of musical interpretation. t'8 In addition to the 
ability to conduct with authority and. DDlsical expression, the 
DDlsic teacher DDlSt have a quality of human understanding that 
allows hilll to appreciate individual and. group limitations. This 
quality of h'l.llmD. understanding is considered by Mursell to be 
the most essential elements of a good music teacher and. is 
cl.osely related to his ability as a l.eader. Mursell. also con-
eiders the ability to inspire children as an essential :facter in 
the :make~up of a good musical leader .9 As a musical leader 
!Ehlert, Op. ~·, pp. 
Bwooa.s, Glenn R., 11Probl.ems and Possibilities in the 
Development of Instrumental Music, ''Journal of Proceedillgs. 
Chicago. Supervisor's National Conference, 191'7. p. 63. 
9Muraell, James L., Music ;tn American Schools. New 
York. Silver Burdett Company, 1~. pp. 68-96. 
12. 
the music teacher must carefully direct the :musical training and 
experiences of the individuals within his grou:ps. However, he 
in no way should try to mold their thinking or abilities into a 
carbon co:py of his own :philosophies. Mursell continues this line 
of thinking by stating: 
R teacher should by no means seek to make his students into 
co:pies of himself. • .he should handle and direct them in such 
a way that they are led to reflect about and understand the 
sequences of their own development .•• ~10 
Job.nsonll and Wilson 12 both list enthusiasm as a nee-
essary :personal trait of the music teacher. Because of the 
nature of the subject, the music teacher must be vitally inter-
ested in his work, and enthusiasm, when :possessed by the music 
teacher, can become contagious and reflect in musical :performance. 
If :pro:perly channeled, enthusiasm can effectively stimulate grou:p 
attitude as well as musical :perfonnance. !lAbility to get :peo:ple "bo 
work together in harmony and with enthusiasm is of the greatest 
importance ••• ~13 
10Ibid,, :p:p. 90-95 
11Johnson, :Harriett, You;:;JJ;iareer in Music. 
E.P. DuttonandCom:pany, Inc. l;,r". :p:p. 57-77· 
New York. 
12Wilson, O:p. Cit., :pp. 363-382 
13Morgan, Vincent, Music in the Secondary S§ltool. 
Worcester, Massachusetts. Worcester Art Museum, 1 0. :p. 18. 
13 
In -working with the community) in his relationships -with 
fellow teachers) with the administrators of' the school, and with 
the members of' his groups 7 the music teacher must retain a co-
operative spirit. Again it is the nature of the subject 7 allowing 
the music teacher to come in contact with such numerous people) 
that requires cooperation. Mursell lists cooperation first in a 
list of personal qualities desirable in a music teacher. 11 ••• a 
teacher should be expected • . . to grow in hu.ma:n insights 7 and to 
become a more cooperative and understanding person. u14 Ehlert) 15 
JOhnson)l6 and Tapperl7 also include cooperation as an essential 
element in the qualifications necessary in the music teacher. 
Ehlert)l8 and Tapper19 consider health an important 
qualification of the music teacher. Although this factor is re-
quired by most state laws) the music teacher should take good 
care of himself in his -working situation. The music program will 
14Mursell) Op. Cit.) PP· 90-95· 
15.Eb.lert) Op. Cit.) pp. 411-418. 
16Johnson7 Op · Cit.) pp. 57-77 
17Tapper7 Op. Cit. 
18.mhlert) 0p. O;t t;:; pp. 411-418. 
19Tapper7 Op. Cit. 
•• 
not :Progress, nor will the students enrolled in it advance 1 if 
the music teacher has to be absent from his job due to illness. 
In taking care of his :Physical well-being, the music teacher 
should also try and adjust himself emotionally to his situation. 
Wilson says) 
. • .in addition to :Possessing certain :Personality traits, 
the teacher of music must be an integrated and well-adjusted 
individual. He must have the emotional stability am. 
character necessary to lead children in the cooiJerative 
effort which is re~uisite for successful musical organiza-
tions.20 
As health is considered an element in the IJersonal develop-
ment of the music teacher, humor is also a contributing factor 
in the :Personal ma.ke-uiJ of' the music teacher. Morgan states: 
uRis :Personality will be strong and attractive) and he will IJOSs-
ess that ingratiating gift, a sense of' humor. rr21 Humor can :Play 
an important part in the establishing of raiJport and can be used 
effectively by the music teacher to illustrate and to teach. 
In addition to the above-named ~ualifications, the music 
teacher must :Present a :Pleasing and attractive aiJpearance. 
Cheyette22 stresses that the teacher must have an imaginative 
mind, the ability to be arbitrary and autocratic without seeming 
to be, and have :Progress rather than :Perfection as an ideal for 
which to strive. A balance between head and heart is said by 
Dykema and Gehrkens23 to be essential to the music teacher. 
Wilson} Op. Cit., :P:P· 363-38l. 
21 Morgan, OIJ. Cit., :PP· 15-21 
22Cheyette, Op. Cit., :P· 23. 
23Dykema and Gehrkens, OIJ. Cit. 1 :P:P· 46o-469. 
In the results of a survey conQucted by Ehlert the following 
elements are rateQ by su:perintements am supervisors as being 
important: intelligence, self'-cont:rol, am scholarship.# 
On the basis of questiorm:dre returns from over eight hundreQ 
adJ:ninistrators in MiQ'Western, Southern, am Southwestern states, 
Connette25 lists the following :personal Qefects: inability to 
coiii!Jl9.nd the res:pect of high school stuQents, and incompetence in 
:public s:peaking. In her Qiscussiona with prominent music eQU-
cators, Johnaon26 found that the ability to impart, am that 
imagination and versatility rateQ high. Mursell and Glenn27 
stress the teacher's ability to motivate anQ to set effective 
standarQs through personal example and verbal analysis. 
Efficiency is incluQeQ by Myers28 to be an imp·ortant factor. 
Tapper29 further lists travel and a wise use of leisure as vital 
elements in the teacher's success. As a part of his personal 
~Ehlert, Op. Cit., pp. 411-418. 
25connette, Earle, 11AdJ:ninistrative Criticism of ~sic 
Teaching, 11 Journal of EQucational Research, Jarmary, 1_942. 
36:254-268 - ~ 
26Johnson, Op. Cit • ., pp. 57-77 • 
27Mursell, James L., and Mabelle Glenn, llie Psychology 
of School Music Teaching. New York. Silver EurQett Company, 
1938. :pp. 85-105. 
28.M;rers, Louise Kifer, Teaching ChilQ:ren Music. New 
York. Prentice-Hall, Inc • ., 1950. PP• 202-~2. 
29Tapper, Op. Cit. 
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responsibilities; the music teacher must participate in 
coilliiiUnity activities. Re should. especially lend himself' to the 
music activities of the commlrrlty. It is not his responsibility~ 
of necessity, to d.irect a community group; however, if he is the 
only one capable he should. not refuse the request. In any event~ 
he should. become an active member in coilliiiUnity music activities. 
11School IIDlsic teachers. • • should. assume lead.ership in coord.inat-
ing the music organiza tiona and activities ·in the coilliiiUni ty. 1130 
Professional Qualities. In.ad.d.ition to possessing the 
necessary personal qualities, the music teacher must be able to 
effectively teach and organize the music program. To d.o this, 
the music teacher must acquire a mastery of the teaching tech-
niques, and his background. should. consist of such areas that will 
allow him to d.evelop an ed.ucational philoso:phy, a functioning 
psychology, and a scientific attitud.e. Within the past thrity-
five years, five significant reconnnend.ations of curriuulum 
patterns for music teachers have been compiled.: (1) the Research 
Council of the Music Supervisors National Conference in 1921, 
(2) the National Association of Schools of Music in 1932, (3) the 
3~organ, Hazel Nohavec, ed.itor, Music Ed.ucation 
Source Book. Chicago. Music Educators National Conference, 
1947. p. 185. 
l7 
survey made by McEachern31 in 19371 (4) a committee appointed by 
~e American Association of Teachers Colleges working jointly 
with the National Association of Schools of Music in 1~2, and 
(5) the Commission on Accreditation and Teacher Certification of 
the Music Educators National Conference in 1952. Bergethon32 
summarizes the curriculums of four of these recommendations in 
the following table: 
31McEachern, Edna, ~ Survey and Evaluation of the 
Education of School Music Teachers in the United States. 
New York. 'reachers College, Columbia University) 1937. 
32.Bergethon, Bjornar William, "An Orientation in School 
Music Teacher Education. 11 Unpublished, Doctor • s dissertation, 
Teachers College, Columbia University1 1~6. 
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Table I. CURRICULAR PATTERNS 
Course Area MENC in NASM in McEachern in AATC in 
l92l 1932 1937 l~2 
e 
General Academic 30 Hours l8 hours 32 hours 4o hou:rs 
Education and 
Music Education 30 hours 26 hours 26 hours 18 hou:rs 
Music Theory and 
4o hours Literature 36 hours 28 hours 32 hours 
A:p:plied Music 20 hours 30 hours ~hours 30 hom:s 
]1-iJ.!ectives 0 hours 0 hours 18 hours 8 hou:rs 
Total Number of 120 hours 120 hours 128 hours 128 hours 
Hours 
With the exce:ption of the study made by McEachern33 . these 
:patterns re:present the p:pinions Of lliUSic educators r committees. 
The McEachern study em:ployed. the questionnaire and. interview 
method., and. the data was com:piled. from one hundred. and. fifty 
institutions including teachers colleges, universities, liberal 
artS':::colleges1 and. conservatories. These data were then 
evaluated. by a jury of thirty~two outstanding authorities in 
the field. of DIUsic education. On the basis of this evaluation, 
she then made the recommendation of the above curricular 
:pattern. 
The following :presents in outline ~o:rm the November, 
1952. ·re:port of fue Co:mmi~sion on Accreditation a~ Teacher 
Certification, M:l.rguerite v. Rood., national chairJW,n, of the 
Music Educators National Conference. 
1. General Cultures -- 33% 
a. Non-music minor - if required. 
b. Any :psychology course other than educational 
c. :Basic survey-ty:pe courses, ie., humanities, 
social science, etc. 
d.. Music literature, a:p:preciation, and./or history 
2.. Basic Music 14% 
a. Music reading 
b. Ear training and. dictation 
c. Keyboard. harmony 
a... Harmony 
e. Form and. analysis 
f. Instrumental and./ or vocal arranging 
g. Counter:point 
h. Com:position 
33McEachern, Op. Cit. 
2.0 
3. Music :Performance -- 33% 
a. Conducting 
b. Ensembles - large and. small 
c. Major performance area 
d.. Minor performance area 
e. Functional piano facility 
4. Professional Education -- 20ojo 
a. Music ed.ucation method.s and. :materials 
b. Observation and. student teaching 
c. Professional education aside from music ed.ucatim 
The above table presents the most recent curriculum pattern for 
the music teacher) compiled. by a music ed.ucation committee. T.be 
d.ate included in the above pattern represent extensive research 
and. study) and the opinions of lead.ers in the field of music 
ed.ucationJ as well. 
While it is important that the future music teacher sub-
scribe to specific learning areas while in training, it is 
eg_ually important that upon completion of the training program 
he continue to study and read articles and books on teacher 
training~4 thus, providing himself with an opportunity to grasp 
new ideas and. concepts that might be applicable to his teaching 
and. to his teaching situation. It can, therefore, be said that 
the music teacher is continually studying and preparing himself 
for his work. 
Although it is important for a music teacher to have 
sufficient background. in teaching techniques) the music teacher 
should not become so technique~conscious that he is more con-
cerned with the 'bow" of his work than with the individual he 
4 3 Mursell, Op. Cit.) pp. 90-95· 
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is directing and the results they are capable of achieving. 
Mursell35 states that the music teacher must continually adapt 
the teaching ms.tter to the hums.n needs and capabilities of his 
group. This· can only be done if the music teacher is understam-
ing of the individuals within the organizations and of their 
problems. The planning and the presentation of material, the 
organization of the same, the setting of standards, and the con-
tribution of the music teacher to the school Should be geared 
toward the basic premise of hums.n understanding of the students 
within the musical groups. 
To be successful as a teacher, the music teacher must 
possess genuine e.njoyment for the work he is doing, and this 
enjoyment must be mmifested in the way in which he presents 
his ms.terials, in his associations with faculty and students 
and administrators, in the spirit and attitude-reactions of his 
groups, and in the musical results he attains. This factor of 
enjoyment is discussed under enthusiasm of the music teacher in 
the section entitled Personal Qualities. However, no matter hew 
well trained the music teacher, the number of teaching tech-
niques with which he is familiar, the number of hours he has 
spent in the areas of psychology and :philosophy, the years ex-
perience and the background he possesses 7 he will not be a 
successful music teacher unless he truly enjoys music and, in 
particular, enjoys the teaching of music. 
35Ibid., pp. 68-96. 
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Every effort should be made to develop in prospective 
teachers a strong appreciation of the beautiful in music 
• • .The music teacher in the high school must be filled 
with the spirit and joy of music ••• 36 
In handling the music program, the music teacher is 
faced with man,y organizational problems. To meet such problems, 
he :must first have a knowledge of scheduling procedures and. 
secondly, an understanding of student and. group needs to be 
better able to establieb. a criteria of judging the necessary 
music subjects to be included in the curriculum of the school. 
As an organizer, the music teacher must have professional and. 
business attitudes and If ••• a good general education, and. an 
understanding of pedagogical principles, and a thorough train-
ing in music. 1137 Hindsley38 includes the following as some of 
the basic organizational responsibilities of the :music teacher: 
(1) the organization of instrumental classes, (2) the ability 
to select students susceptible to music training, (3) to see 
that students are given the proper starts on the instruments 
and to watch over their progress, (4) make provision for the 
care and handling of musi~ aDd instruments, arranging available 
room space, and keeping necessary clerical records, (5) set up 
rules and regulations governing groups, (6) maintain the proper 
36ward.,Op. ~., pp. 10-17. 
37wilson, O:p. Cit., pp. 363-381. 
38:ffindsley, Mark H., School Band and Orchestra Administm-
tion. New York. Boosey and Hawkes, Inc-=-;-1§40. pp. x-xi. 
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relations with parents of students and with the community in 
general~ (7) be a salesman and. ~romotor of music~ (8) serve 
community~ and (9) work must merit attention of the con:nnunity. 
To insure the continued. success of the music ~ogram, 
the music teacher must be constantly evaluating himself and. his 
work. This evaluation of self is discussed under ~ersonal 
qualities, however, it is significant at this ~oint to realize 
that the music teacher must be continually aware of his 
~ersonality traits and. that these traits determine to a great 
extent the success of his work. Since the evaluation of self 
'is an intros~ctive analysis, the evaluation of the musical re-
sults attained. by the music teacher is usually determined. by 
the ~ersonal qualifications cou~led. with the ~rofessional 
qualities he ~assesses. The music teacher) then, shoUld. 
evaluate his work in terms of his ~ersonali ty make'?U~ and with 
regard. to his background. and. training. 39 Of course, better 
musical results could. be attained in many situations if the 
music teacher were ~rovid.ed with more and better materials. In 
evaluating his work, the music teacher should. consider this 
lack of equi:pment. However, he should. realize that musical re-
sults can be ~rod.uced. under such hand.ica~s. His goal should. be 
the attainment of the best results musically ~ossible in his 
teaching situation and. in the grou~s with which he works. 
Beattie~ McConathy, and Morgan4o state that the music teacher 
3%eattie., John W., Osbourne McConathy, and Russell V. 
Morgan, Music in the Junior High SchooL New York. Silver 
Burdett and Company~ 1930. ~~. 206-207 
4 
2bid.., ~~· 206-207. 
should appraise his existing music conditions and then be able 
to suggest improvements in the situation. It is interesting to 
note at this point that on the basis of-a survey, conducted by 1 
. 4 . 
Connette, 1 of over eight hundred administrators in Midwestern, 
Southern, and Southwestern states, the professional defects of 
the music teacher most frequently mentioned we:re (l) lack of 
training in psychology, and (2) the inability to teach a second 
subject. 
The music teacher, generally speaking, should be willing 
to teach more classes than is required of him if such is the 
only way some students will receive music instruction. It is 
considered the responsibility of the music teacher to be in the 
school building not only during school or class hours, but 
after and before school as well to provide additional help to 
the individuals in his groups. If the teaching schedule of the 
music teacher is unduly long, he should endeavor to achieve a 
workable schedule through a reduction in the actual clock hours 
he is teaching and in the size and grouping of his classes. Hew-
ever, no matter the conditions under which the music teacher is 
working, he should be able to achieve musical results e~n in 
the over-loaded classes included in his schedule. In spite of 
the difficulties encountered in a teaching situation, the music 
teacher should allow the excellence of his work to speak for 
itself.42 
4lconnette, Op. Cit., -pp. 254-268. 
4 2Beattie, McConathy, and Morgan, Op. Cit., pp. 206-207. 
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Musical Qualities. Of ;prinary c0nsideration in a dis-
cussion of musical qualities is general musicianship, and 
although musicianship is a rather all-inclusive term._, most 
authors use it to mean . the amount of background in music which 
a person possesses both f'rom training and experience. Perform.-
ing ability is a major factor in the development of musician-
ship. Indeed, Dykema and Gehrkens state that the music teacher 
should play one instrument so well that he can with credit appear 
bef'ore the school and community in a recital and obtain the 
standing of at least a minor arlist. ,r43 Most :prospective music 
teachers started their musical training, or the acquisition of' 
musicianship, as a youngster in the grades; fol', it was 
probably at this level that they began to pla~ an instrument. 
A :performing medium is considered essential to musicianship, 
and its acquisition should begin maPY years bef'ore entering a 
teacher training institution and should be continued through 
the college years. Although the music teacher generally brings 
to college the ability to :play one instrument proficiently, he 
must also acquire a basic performing skill and knowledge of the 
other instruments during his resident yea:rs in the institution. 
The music teacher is "one who can :p}.ay sufficiently well on 
every ty:pe of instrument in the orchestra or band so that he 
43Dykema and Gehrkens, Op. Cit., :p. 136. 
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understands the difficulties and can demonstrate how to over-
come them. u44 In so doing_, the music teacher ada:pts himself to 
the :playing o:f the instruments and acquaints himself with their 
idiosyncracies. 
In having a background and ex:perience on his major or 
:pri:mary instrument_, the :music teacher must be able to ada:pt 
these ex:periences to attain a working knowledge of the secondary 
instruments. Of the· elementary music teacher, Myers 45 
s:peci:fically states that he should be able to :play the :piano 
and sing artistically. Woods46 emprrasizes the im:portance of 
the violin, stating that all music teachers should be able to 
:play this instrument. 
Taste and discrimination form an essential and. inse:p-
arable :part o:f the musical qualifications of the music teacher. 
In other words1 the music teacher must have the ability to 
select materials of musical value, suited to the grade level 
and. instrumentation of his organization. Through concert 
attendance, the music teacher is able to develo:p a keener, more 
observant, musical taste. In this way the music teacher can 
continually enlarge his musical sense and be better able to 
direct his grou:ps toward more musi.cal :perfor1!lELnces. Through 
44Ibid., :p. 136. 
45tvf;rers, O:p. Cit. , pp. 202-~2 · 
46woods, Glenn R., Public School 
Boston. Oliver Ditson Company,. 1921. 
Orchestras and Bands . 
:pp. 27~29. 
• 
the continued study of texts, scores, and the observation of 
available music situations, taste and discrimination contirru.e 
to develop. Taste and discrimination reach an end product in 
the innovation of new tonal concepts, different and more 
productive instrumentation, and in a finer quality and body of 
sound achieved by the :musical organizations. Thus, it can 
safely be said that listening to fine groups perform is, in 
essence, the primary basis of taste and discrimination.~ 
As taste and discrimination play a part in the develop-
ment of musical qualities, conducting and interpretive skills 
constitute an important requisite for the music teacher. It is 
safe to assume that arry job held by a :music teacher involves 
some conducting responsibility. Competency as a conductor is 
48 II -'-" • t h listed by Hindsley as a musv for mus1c eac ers and 
Normann49 presents the findings of the Rohner study in which 
students, who were members of high school musical organizations, 
rated conducting ability second only to the musicianship of 
their conductors. Conducting is in itself a specific skill and 
requires some training in the techniques involved. However, 
the effectiveness with which the conductor works is dependent 
upon numerous other aspects, such as leadership, sportmanship, 
47nykema and Gehrkens, Op. Cit., pp. 46o-469. 
48.Hindsley, Op. Cit., :x:-:x:i. 
49Norma.nn, Theodore F., Instrumental Music in the Public 
Schools. Philadelphia. Oliver ])itson Company, 1941. pp. 26-37. 
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~ersonality, musicianshi~, knowledge of the voice and/or each 
instrument, and an understanding of the medium which is being 
em~loyed. Regarding conducting, Hindsley ~oints out that: 
The teacher ••• must be a competent conductor. This 
involves not only the ability to express himself in the 
silent language of the conductor, but also a thorough 
understanding of the ensemble as a musical u:ni t. It calls 
for a well-developed rehearsal technic, and the ability to 
comport himself well in ~ublic ~erforrnance. It assumes the 
ability to ms.ke and revise arrangements ao as to achieve 
the best possible results with a ~rticular ensemble. As a 
conductor he must create and inspire, and bring into :full 
bloom the results of his teaching.50 
Cheyett~51 includes the Qualification that the music 
teacher must be ~ersonable_, and concurs with Hindsley, in that 
the teacher must possess the gi:ft of being able to inspire his 
performers. In addition_, Oheyette is of the opinion that the 
music teacher must have all the abilities of a :fine actor. All 
authors emphasize the im;portance of leadership; however, this 
has been discussed in this chapter under ~ersons.l qualificatiom 
of the music teacher. However, leadershi~ is an important 
attribute of the music teacher and should be recognized as such, 
:for he is the musical leader of his grou~s. The ability to 
interpret is usually considered a J?B.rt o:f conducting, as the 
good conductor has a knowledge of music history and theory and 
style, and is able to translate this knowledge, through his 
skill and training, into musical sounds .52 
5%indsley, Op. Cit., ~· x. 
5loheyette, Op. Oit., ~· 23. 
52 Hinds ley, 0~ • Cit._, ~· x-xi. 
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Chapter III. PRESENTATION OF DATA 
The data reported. in the eighty-six completed. question-
naires is presented in this chapter by means of eighteen tables • 
The material included. in these tables is evaluated. in Chapter IV. 
In tabulating this material., level of instruction was the 
first division :made. Then, within these three classifications 
of Elementary School, Junior High School, and. Senior High 
School,. the material was tabulated according to school enroll-
ment. Consequently, Tables II-VII refer to the Eiliementary 
School, Tables VII-XII concern the Junior Righ School, and. 
Tables XIII-XIX include those school situations that did not 
indicate an enrollment figure. 
As many of the pe:rsons completing this questionnaire 
teach at more than one level, cross-referencing is used. The 
figure in the last column of each table refers the reader to 
another table under one or both of the other classifications. 
In this manner, it is possible to follow one school situation 
from one level of instruction to another. 
The columnar headings used are similar in all eighteen 
tables with the exception of the nm.sic teaching section. This 
section differs from classification to classification. However, 
within each classification the tables are identieally arranged. 
Footnotes are used in all of the tables to give the additional 
material. Although the reference headings founcl at the end of 1 
each table are similar, the actual material will differ many 
tilnes in arrangement and in content. 
_Tabl.e__ll li!T ...... --·-- ~ ~ ~· ~ lol"'"'J"JR JCNWClT 
t 
I ~ 
T DAl'A SCHOOL n~A1 r.IZA! LUD TEACHING LOAD MIN. PEl lll!EIC) NO. lml YEJ~ 
'i ~ j ~ !s:: 
{/J ~ ~0 
0 0 ~~ 
,...d ~ I 10 ~:I j 0 G). 11'" r-i li j ~ ~ ,.. ll '" 8 al J.t ~ G) {/J p.. p.. 
1 A AB 35 voice 6-2-4 
2 A No ae 20 X 6-2-4 
3 A BS 53 piano 6-2-4 
voice 
4 A II( 51 viola 5-2-4 
.·5 F MA 54 I piano 8-4 
6 A B-1 49 organ 804 
.., F &I 54 loiano 5-3-4 
a G II( 53 loiano 6-3-3 
9 A BA 53 I Piano 6-2-4 
10 A II( 53 !piano 1-8 
piano 
11 A MA 53 voice 6-2-4 
!official Position 
A. Music '1lpervisor 
B. Music Director 
C. Assistant Supervisor/ 
Director 
D. Instrumental SUpervisor 
E. Vocal Supervisor 
F. Music Teacher 
G. Assistant Supervisor of 
Vocal Music 
'8 
"C 
~ p.. 
0 
'" I 
8 
~ 
:5 
~ 
~ 
:X 
X 
30 
X 
30 
30 
25 
X 
35 
20 
20 
! '8 Min. Per r: WJr. Spent l! al .!Ill 
~ 
i Teaching li 
~ ~ p.. ::f Music 5 0 0 ,.. > 
'" 1 i 'a . 8 'i G) a d p.. 
.8 -5 0 10 e :5 j li $ 0 Ul Cll --~ Ul . .... s ID ;g ~ ~ ~ d ~ H 0 
45 :X 270 X X X 270 
:X X300 X X :X 300 
30 X 1050 X X X 1050 
40 X600 X AB 200 600 
I 
.30 X 1340 X X X 1340 
30 X 435 X c 460 210 
30 X 705 X X X 645 
30 X500 X X X 440 
35 Xl480 X X X ..... 
20 :X 1180 36C X X 440 
20 X 150 X X X X 
2Additiona1 School Duties 
A. Cafeteria Dut,y 
B. Before-school Duties 
C. English Teacher 
I 
l· 10 l I ~ 10 , ] .. ~ ] ~ ~ 0 _.:1 i Cll Cll ~ I '1. ~ ~ ID i l! II) ~ ~ 2 .s ~ .8 ! ~ 0 :.,) {/J ~ 0 0 H 
X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X 
-. 
X X X X X A X X 
~ 
50 50 X 50 50 X X X B 
X .· X x X · X :x X X X 
J. J. 
X 70 15 60 120 !X X B B 
bO 
X X X X X ~ B X X 
, 
X X 60 X X IX X B X 
v V' 
~ J. y 
X l II' X B A 
, 
240 X X X 170 30 X X A 
jl '· 
X X 60 X 90 be X B 't X 
.,  
3other Courses~sic Duties 
A. Symphonet 
B. Flutophone asses 
~ 
s 
0 
X 
i 
A 
4 
AB 
4 
AC 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
1mru 24o-c;;oo 
.. 
3 1 . 
CQNJNITY 
PROFmsi<ifAL AFi'IL r• n~n&wr7.J 
10 
~ 
10 
s:: 
k !. s:: r:r 0 ~ ~ 10 e .... 
. il .8 ~ :! ., 1i 10 J 0 ~ 2 .s s:: ~ ~11-t ,.. ~ f! 
""' 
:;) . 0 - ~ ,.. d ~ ,.. \.4 
.s ., ~ 0 ~£ ! ~ .t' .t' .... p.. :.,) :.,) ~ l ] 1 .s· 10 "1 'S ~'8 r-i ..c:: G) 0 e ~ t1 10 i 0 i s $ i! .8 (/) ~ .a l! ~ e ~ 0 0 ell ~~ {/J 0 0 p.. 0 
/ 
X X X A X 1 X 120 X X X lies I~ 8 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X 51 
( 
X X X X X X X X X X Ro X l.L. 
..... ...... X X les 4 None X X 12C 120 Yes 200 52 
X X X B X X X X X X X No X Y' 
.... 
,. 
X (; Yes 4 l All X X X X Xes 150 3 
.,. ,.. 
X 
X X 
v ,.. X 
. .,... ,.- . X 
I" .,... ,. 
4performances 
Choral: 
X Yes 
A X 
X Yes 
X Yes 
A Yes 
A. Girls Glee Club 
B. Chorus 
C. Boys Glee Club 
Instrumental: 
A .. Band 
B. Orchestra 
Other: 
A. Operetta 
B. Symphonet Hand 
C. Musical Plays 
1 
7 
1 
1 
9 
None 6o X X X Yes 210 7 
X X X X X I Yes 'il(] ,... 
Part 120 X X X No X 13 
None 240 X X X :t.es 360 
None X y X X No X 11 
5professional Affiliations 
A. County Music Associations 
B. National Education Association 
C. Berkshire Music Supervisors 
Association 
\ 
.. 
TEACHER DATA 
1 :!1 
.... G) 
! ;;: • .!is::s 
ell ., ~~ I ~~ i ~ Ill ~:! j r-1 :a Q) il 8 f! ~ .... ,_. '5 -CD tiD al J.c 0 ! ~ Q) ell P-4 Il-l 
1 E MM 55 piano 6-6 
2 F None 55 piano 4-4 
3 A EM 5.3 piano 6-2-4 
piano 
4 A MM 52 trumpet 6-6 
5 A MM 54 piano 6-2-4. 
6 A MM 40 violin 6-6 
7 c 1M 5.3 perc. 6-.3-.3 
8 A 1M 51 piano 6-2-4 
9 A 1M 54 trumpet 6-2-4 
10 D &I 50 inatr. 8-4 
11 B MuaD 54 iuatr. 6-3-3 
lotricial Position 
A. Music Supe rvi.,r 
B. Mu:aic Director 
c. Assistant Supervisor/ 
Director 
D. InatNDJental Supervisor 
E. Vocal Supervisor 
F. Music Teacher 
G. Director of Music 
Education 
Tab1@ rrr 'RT. '4RY =l'T'JITJJ t..I'TniU ·-
r: PERF<HfABCE 
SCHOOL ORGANIZATION TEACHING !.OJ~ ()liB. P1 m WERJr) NO. PER YEAR 
'S 
l! 
G) 
P-4 
() 
.... 
I 
~ 
i , 
.! 
55 
40 
.30 
.30 
.30 
X 
.30 
.30 
X 
60 
50 
'8 g ~.Per C'fa l! ~Spent aJ ~ ~ ., rt'eaahing ';I P-4 ID ~ ~ 
'8 Music ·a g () 
.... l! J.c I>-Ill i ., :i! G) r-1 ~ P-4 ~ P-4 0 ~ 0 Ill i ·. J.c ~ i . ,! ell Ill ell ~ .... Ill ! ~ ~ .3 s::2 6 i! H u 
50 X 250 15C X X .350 
JIJ 9 590 J.D AB 520 550 
.30 5 550 X A 120 460 
.30 7 250 X A 20 .30 
.36 X '270 60 BC 150 .30 
25 X 6.35 75 J X 500 
.30 1.; 360 X X X 360 
20 9 1080 X X X 6.30 
30 X 700 X X X .390 
.30 X 1~ X X X X 
50 5 ~~ X X X 150 
2Addi tional School Dutiell 
A. Club Advisor 
B. Physical Education 
Teacher 
C. Kindergarten Teacher 
~ 
~ 
Ill 
Q) ) "2 0 
X X 
X X 
X X 
7 
55 X 
60 X 
120 X 
X X 
150 X 
60 X 
60 60 
120 120 
I 
~ 
ID .; 
I : Ill 
'8 ~ l at 0 
Ill ~ I ~ e CQ .... Ill Q) .8 b ~ ~ 0 ell 0 
X I X ~ X ~50 A 
JIJ X X X X 
h 
90 X X t X X 
55 55 5~ X X 
6d .L;l0 .30 X .30 B 
I 
.30 X 60 .,.. c 
X X X X X 
lSo 
150 
X X X D 
60 
X 60 1.30 X D 
X X .30 .30 X 
90 X X X X 
.3otber Coqrsea/Mnaic 
Duties 
A. Ba:rmony 
B. Boys Glee l.'lub 
....,. 
i 
.8 
u 
X 
~ 
B 
X 
2 
AB 
-z 
c 
;z 
c 
X 
X 
X 
X 
,6 .. 
B \,, 
C. Tone~te Classes 
D. Percussion Claasea 
] 
s::2 
~ 
+I 
~ 
H 
~ 
X 
' X 
4 
AB 
l. 
A 
;z 
A 
X 
z 
A 
I 
0 
A 
4 
A 
"1.. 
Q) 
:S 
0 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
l. 
A 
X 
X 
'DI'DI"U WV't. nnO 
J 
PROFiS3.IORAL 
' 
J~ .. 
i u ~ ; ~ ~ 
,.. ,. 
X 
X X X 
.... .... X 
...... ...... X 
.... .... X 
.... ..... X 
.... ..... X 
.... \1"" ' X 
., 
.... X 
X X X 
.... r' X 
4performances 
Choral: 
lt'\ 
J.c 
:5 
0 
X 
AB 
X 
X 
X 
c 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
-_1NH 
Ill 
s::2 
~ 
~ 
51 
t; 
0 
:,) 
'8 
Q) 
+I 
;I 
lea 
J.es 
Yes 
lea 
Xes 
Yes 
lea 
Ies 
lea 
No 
Ies 
A. Girls Glee Club 
B. Chorus 
c. Boys Glee 
Inatl'UJD8ntal: 
A. Band 
B. Orchestra 
Other: 
A. Christmas Pageant 
ID J.c 
~= 
.... ~
~J.c 
:~:. 
J.c'8 ~~ 
' 
.3 
4 
1 
4 
1 
15 
11 
4 
2 
X 
4 
C(M((Jlf.[TY 
cmAANIZATIONS 
Ill 
Q) 
Ill 
I · ~ s::2 ~ Ill J ~ 11 Q) I 3 \ Ill 1 ) :1 ~ s::2 · ~ J.c ~ .... 0 J.c ~ 
_g s::2 • ~ ! .t- .t- .t- H p.. 0 ~ 1 1 1 ' Ill r-1 .cl ! 8 ~ ~ CD CD .cl .a 2 () ell u 0 '0 0 Il-l u 
' 
Part 1.20 1.20 X X Yes 90 15 
~one . 120 X X X No X ,. 
None X X X X Yes 60 2 
rart' X X X X Ies X 41 
None X X X X Yes .360 2.3 
All 180 X 18:> X .Mo X 12 
Part X X X X Ies 18:> 17 
Hone 150 X X X Iea 270 9 
None 1~ X X X Iea 18:> 4 
X X X X ~0 Yes .360 48 
All 1.20 X X X No X .5 
5pmfeasional Affilia tiona 
A., In-and-About Boston Music 
Club 
B. County Music Aaaociatioos 
c. Southeastern Massachusetts 
Bandmasters Association 
.32 
J 
\ 
I 
-- - -
l 3 
Ta.b1e TV li!r- 'tRY :oil !ltliJT ~ t.rTI"''1J nRnr.r MII:N'I~ lmi"'M 1 noo-1 7QQ 
r PERFORMAK:E 
.. . 
TEACmm DJ~A SCHOOL ORGANIZATION TEA r.Hn IG LOAD 'Mn 'PR WRI!Ir\ NO. PER YEAR 
~ ~ ' 
'8 ~.Per ., Q f: l 'i ~ p.. l! ~Spent aS ~ j ~ 0 ., ~eaching ~ 8 !s= ..-4 p.. 1D :1 1D rz. I '8 ~ic Q) 3 0 J.t t2 02 Jll ~ -+30 ft ..-4 ..-4 8 lD =- l ~~ i') J.t r-i Q) ~ aS '1s . -+3 I Q) r-i ~ :t.. ~ r-i 1 s:: CD ~tS ~ p.. ~ 0 k~ J 0 j 0 10 -+3 r-i ~ Q) "E..-4 i ~ J.t 0 ~ Q) 10 lD ~ .a '1. "t ~ ~ ~ ·j 0 ell I al ~ ~ Cl) ..-4 J.t !I I" ~ ell i lD '8 l! 1D i. ~ ~ Q) co ~ J.t -+3 ~ 1! _g 
' 
lD ~ 
0 0 
,! Q) :s -~ s:: 5 §! -+3 s:: ell p.. p.. H 0 0 0 ell l ~ 0 :,;) H 0 
50 14 
1 D 1M 51 trumpet 6-6 30 l3o 5 ~~ 6o X X 470 tx X X X X ~ A c X X 
1-' .... 
2 c IM '51.. :niano 6-3-3 30 ~5 9 1050 50 A 60 800 t35 X 35 .6o 40 ,. X B A X 
IZ 
~ A MM 51 str.l.n£ 6-6 X ~5 5 ~60 X X X 270 ~ X X X 90 IX X B X X 
r• 1.50 4 ..L 
1. D BM l)J.. lniann ~ 25 125 7 ~ X X X X lx 100 X 120 120 X BC X B A 
I 14Z ..L 
5 E IM 52 lniano 6-3-3 30 130 X b.2oo 180 X X 120< X X ao X X !tOO X c X B 
6 16-'3-3 l r~ 
1-' 
'R MFn 'i'i I ala.,.. . X lx X t215 40 B 140 X 135 X X 75 105 X B X X 
r: ;.::: .1. 7 . A 1M '5'3 clar. 16-'3-~ IM> l3o 7 [ 150 X X X ,. ,. X "" 
, ,. 
B X AC c 
' x .uso g E BS '53 voice 8-4 140 13o X tL050 X X X 825 ~ X 45 X X D X X , X 
-r5U .., 
q . D MEd J..l X r7-5 X ~ X '440 40 CD 1000 X X 100 X 200 100 80 E X BC X 
~3-3 81.0 I I~ " 10 D IM l)l) c1ar. X 25 X X X X X 45 45 X X 720 X X A X 
lr~35 ;.::: 11 G BM 55 lniano 16-2-4 25 11.5 lC 405 X X X 270 X X X X X X X X B 
[;it 
'· 
12 A :EM 54 violin 16-3-J X 30 X ~25 X X X 525 X X X X X x X B X X 
lorricial Position 2Addi tional. School Duties 3other COurses/Music 
A. Mu.aic Supervisor A. Twirling Classes Duties 
B. Music Director B. Detention Hall A. Boye Glee Club 
c. Assistant Supervisor/ C.i Principal or Elementary B. s,. net Class 
Director School c. Mwdlt:Jpprecia tion 
D. Instrumental Supervisor D. Supervisor or Testing D. Gene · . Music 
E. Vocal Supervisor E. Instrumental 
t. Music Teacher En bles 
G. Supervisor or Elementary 
School }(usic 
Ca.n.nmlTY 
PROF!SSIONAL AFFILIATIONS ORGANIZATIONS 
"' J.t 
i 0 < ! ; ~ 0 
,.. II' X X 
,.. ~ X A 
,.. 
.... X A 
v y X X 
.... V" X s 
v v X CD 
v .... X X 
....... v X X 
y tl" X AE 
v v X X 
,.. V' X X 
v ,.. X X 
.4pertomances 
Choral: 
CD 
s:2 
~ 
~ 
~ 
s:: 
8 
'd 
s:: 
.s 
-+3 
~ 
xes 
xes 
Xes 
xes 
Xes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Xes 
Xes 
Xes 
Ies 
A. Girls Glee Club 
B. Uborus 
C. Boys Glee Club 
Instrumental: 
A. .Band 
B. Orchestra 
c. Ensembles 
Other: 
A. Minstrel Soo., 
B. Operetta 
Rhythm Band 
CD~ N~ 
Q) J.t Q) ., 
XP.. 
J.t'S ~~ 
X 
5 
l7 
7 
8 
15 
1 
4 
10 
4 
1 
4 
CD 
., 
ID 
s:: b ~ ., ! Cl) I) -+3 ~ , 
.! ~ ~ 8 ID ] :1 f 2 _g J.t ~ ..-4 0 :,;) ! J.t toot 0 Q) ~ ., ~ ~ ~ >a H p.. Q ~ -+3 a! 
·1 1 1 .s co r-i .d Q) aS r 1D ~ ~ > ' Ill l! e 8 ell 0 0 0 p.. 0 
None X X X X Xe~: 360 16 
Part X X X X Iee .300 53 
Part 75 1.40 X X Yes X 1 
Part X X X X X X 45 
.None 100 X X .l .No X .,.. 
All 60 X X 90 leE 330 6 
Part 60 120 X 12C Yee 900 22 
X 480 X X .x X X :20 
.None X 30 X X Bo X 30 
Part X X 100 X Yes 360 25 
I 
X X X X X X X 
,_ 
Part X X X X xes 720 55 
Sproressional •rriliationa 
A. County Music Associations 
B. Ifational Education Association 
C. In-and-About Boston Music Club 
D. Southeastern Massachusetts 
Bandmasters Association 
E. Massachusetts Elementary 
Principals Association 
•" 
' 
34 1\o! 
IJ1D'hlA V li!T~RY sc-----~ ~ WITH JCNHnt.T 'IPR~ 1 AIVI_ ~hOa 
.. 
.. ( PERFOOMANC!S ' CCMroNITY 
TEAC: iER I1ATA : Hl [JI (IR(".J NT'7 .A'l'TnN TEACHING . LOAl (M rn t'ER 1IEEI{) NO. PER YEAR PROF!SSICBAL AFFILIATIOBS nRt~AN~'.A .JIRi 
'S : 
! • l! !Min. Per - s::: b r::2 'S i I G) "io 1 • 0 'i ~ ,. l! 1\lk. spent s::: :P ! aS G) -= ~ U1 i! - .... G) C) :: Teacbj,ng ~ 3 UlJ-4 G) 1 ~ 3 ~ .... ~ '8 U1 G) U1 ~~ U1 ~ l&c 'S Music =- I ) ~ ~ .8 r::2 ..-41::2 i C) ~ 1'-4 ~( E Ol G) ~ 0 .... l! 1'-4 U1 ,) .... 0 0 ! J.4 . C) f!~ i r-1 ,i Q) aS Q) 1'-4 ft-c .8 G) ~ '""h ~ ~ C) Q) r-1 0 ~ B ~ r-1 1 r::2 0 ::!~ ~ ~ .t' .t' H ,. • ~aS < p.. o· .8 0 ~ :.> 0 ~ 0 ~ Ul N .8 ~ U1 2 ~ ...... 1 1 1 .$ Ill ~ ~ G) il ~ j ·j C) .$ Ill • ~ ! ~ i "1. ~ '8 ~'E r-1 -'= .$ ~ ~ C) Ol ~ ID J e ID ~ j = Ill .8 .... 1'-4 ~ Ol .... 8 co J l! • ~ ll I 0 < ! G) !~ ~ ID U1 aS J.e ~ 'C ~ ~ .8 f! ~ .8 co ; ~ ~ l! 2 C) 0 G) Q) Q) . .! r::2 .5 ~ ~ ~ r::2 ~ ~ ~ b ~ Ol p.. Q ~ p.. H 0 0 0 Ol !:Q 0 0 1-4 0 Ol 0 0 0 0 p.. 0 
' 
5 
_l A MM 55 violin 6-3-3 25 20 X 735 X X X 470 ~25 X X ~0 2Q l ~ IX _ ABC A X ' ,. ~ X X Yes 4 Part X X X X Yes 720 'Z7 
il 
2 A MM 51 violin 6-2-4 40 30 X 720 X X X 720 ~ X X X X IX IX B X X , ,.... X A Yes 16 rart X 180 X X No X 54 
..... tx X ~ ~ ' 
.u.. , 
3 G BM 53 X 6-2-4 X 115 X 660 X X X X X B ABC X X X B No X None X X X X No X 
il ' 
4 X 6-3-3 20 ~0 1 1600 X X X 150C X X 50 X ~ - ~ ~ ABC X X ,_ , X B Yes 4 None X X x· X No X 
., 
G MEd 55 
.L ! 
5 E &t 54 voice 6-2-4 30 ~0 9 1500 X X X 132C X 180 X ~ rx K ~ ABC B X ,. 
,.. 
X X Yes 3 Part X X X No X 18 
piano 
~0 1200 6 A MEd 52 voice 8-4 30 X X A 60 120C X X X IX IX ~ IX X X X , It'" X B Yes 13 
; 
None X X X X No X 24 
~' .L 2 ; !1 D lJ.t 53 tmmt>et 6-3-3 40 ~ X 760 X X X 600 X 40 80 IX ~ ~5 B BC X ~ ,.. X X X X X X X X X No X 33 
' 
;j 
8 D BS 52 horn 6-3-3 X l3o X 840 X- B 60 X 60 60 X 360 ,360 X ~ X AB X I-- ,.... X X Yes 4 None X X 120 I No X 26 
4 -
9 H MM 54 voice 6-2-4 30 20 7 200 X X X X X X X 100 ~00 1"- ~ X AB X ,.. .- X Yes 5 None X 120 120 X No X 34 
~u ., 
10 D 114 54 brass 8-4 40 40 7 '440 X X X X X X 160 X 160 c X B X y , B Yes 5 Part X X 120 X No X 32 
-~ 
~ : ' 
lofficial Position 2Additional School Duties 3other Cours P/Music Duties .~.performances 5pxofessional Affiliations 
A. Music Supervisor A. Advisor to Music Club A. Music A preciation Choral: A. Berkshire Music Supervisors 
B. Music Director B. Twirling Classes \B. Glee Cl ps A,. Girls Glee Club Association 
c. Assistant Supervisor/ c. Flutopb li~ (;lasses B. Chorus B. ln-and-About Boston Music 
Director c. Boys Glee Club Club 
D. Instrumental Supervisor Instrumental: 
E. Vocal Supervisor ! A. Band 
F. Music Teacher I B. Orchestra 
G. Elementary Music Supervisor c. EnsEIIl bl.e s 
H. Director of Music Other: 
Education A. Operetta 
B. Assembly Programs 
. c. Rhythm liand 
' 
. w . . 
II! ; 
li 
~lt;_ 
- -
'fi 
I 35 
Table VI. li'T- '\RY smrnnr. Sl'MTA' ~~ t.Jl"T'R ~n T T - lMUU ~c:;nn _ai'VV\ 
' 
.. 
Jr~ ·-m Ca.MtlNITY 
, 
TEACHER DATA SCHOOL ~ A 'NT'7 .......... 111l TEACHING LOAD (aN. ~ I N< • PER "{EAR ~T0111J ~T. All'li'TT,T l 'l'TCIN"' ORGANIZAT, ONS fli!E } 
Ill 
:§ g I ~ I s:: ~ 
"8 Min. Per ) 
.. i ~ · ~ cf 'S Ill i ~ l! ~Spent It I s:: ~ '" aS .w :g 0 Ill ~ Ill ~ .w 
'" 
~ C) CD Teaching ~ ~ ';I ~ t ~ C) CD CD ~ !s:: I ~ Ill Ill _a'ti Ill J ~ ~ C) C!z4 '8 Music a g I ~ 1 r= ~ .8 s:: C) ~ ~ ~ ~ . Cll CD ~ 0 8 '" '" ~ J> Ill ~: I ~>t '" ::> 0 Ill ~ C) • f:P i ~ i CD ~ 4> J-4 fo-4 0 t- p t- s:: 4) ~ "s:: ~ s:: CD r-t 0 ~ § ~ 1 I 0 -!: ~ .s:: H ~ Ill @ ~~ ell 114 0 .a 0 c.J :,) & 0 j .8 ~ Ill --4" '" 1 j .s Ill r-t '" 4) "8'" I ;i· ~ u CD J-4 Ill ~ tiD ~ ~ '1. ';1 "'t "'1 i t'8 r-t i I .s 0 ~ 2! ~ jJ CD C) Cll ~ 8 Ill ~ ~ Ill 8 ~ Ill 0 '" ~ tiD ~ Cll '" Ill '8 Ill CD ~ ~ CD i c.J ~ ~ $ J~ ~ Ill .s:: Ill tiD ~ s:: ~ '"d ~ C) .8 ~ i :S Ill :S ~ -8 '" e u 0 CD ~ CD ~ ~ s:: 8 :'it ~ §i ~ ~ s:: :j 8 ,_. Cll 114 c::. ~ :z; H 0 0 :.,) Cll ·~ 0 c.J H :::> X 0 Cll c.J c.J 0 114 ~ 0 
~· 
7 ~ 
V' 1 c MFd 54 !voice 8-4 20 20 10 1030 X X X 1000 X ~ 30 X X X B X A ,...... X X Yes 3 None 60 X X 120 No X 
.1.4 
2 G BS 51 born 8-4 45 45 6 1335 180 X X X X ~80 X 360 360 X X B X v v A Yes 7 None X 60 X X No ' X 
3 c BS 49 X 6-3-3 30 30 X 1500 X X X 1500 X X X X X X X X X 
,.. ,.. X X Yes 1 None X X X X No X 
z 0 
4 c MM 55 X 6-3-3 X 15 X 1200 X X X 1020 X ~ 90 X X ~ -X B X A , ,., X X Yes 4 None 120 X X No X 57 
5 E BS 54 X 6-2-4 20 20 X 1200 X X X 1200 X X X X X I~ X X X ! ,., ,., X AB Yes 9 None X X 'X X No X 56 
.l.U .I 
6 H MEd 50 !voice 6-3-3 15 18 X 600 X A 270 ,.... 45 
,., , ,... ,.. ... X c AB X ...... 
"' 
X c Yes 10 All 
.300 180 X 90 Yes 300 38 
T 
7 H MM 'i'i violin 6-3-3 20 20 X 1235 X X X X 210 X 25 X X 1 A B X X , 
,. X B Yes 5 Part 40 X X X No X 37 .. 
T 
8 D BM 55 violin 6-3-3 X X X 320 X X X X X X X 320 X ~ X X .B X ,. ..... X X Yes X Part 120 X 60 X Yes 120 36 
9 E MM 32 piano 6-3-3 X 15 X 380 X X X 200 X X 90 X X Cb A X X X ., II" X BD Yes 10 All X X X X No X 40 
v1o~n 
10 H MA 52 Voice 6-3-3 X 20 X 100 X X X X X X X X X ~~ A X X , X ,. , X X Yes 4 Part X X X X No X .39 
,, 
.. 
' 
!official Position 2Additional School Duties .3other Courses/NuS: 
\. 4perfonDallces 5professional· Affiliations P Duties •. 
A. Music Supervisor A. Director of Saturday A. Music Duties ~gely Charal.: A. National Education Association 
B. Music Director Conservatory or Music Admiriistrati~ Supervi so-cy A. Girls Glee Club B. In-and-About Boston Music 
c. Assistant Supervisor/ B. Chorus Club 
Director li c. Boys Glee Club c. National Association or 
D. Instrumental. Supervisor Instrumental.: Teachers of Singing 
E. Vocal Supervisor i'• A. Band D. County Music AssOciations 
F. Music Teacher :' B. Orchestra 
G. Elementary Ins truman tal. ' Other: I ~ ! ! Music Teacher . A. Assembly Programs H. Director of Music 
EduC!ltion 
I! I 
• . I 
. 
• 
t\ J 
w.. _,... 
~ 
,~ i 
.36 r~l Sl'l'[JA .• Tabl.e VII. ELEMiJITARY L\.&Ui Wl!rll lf:NKlJI NO!' I N"llll ~ATED 
' f 
I. PERFORMAR::ES C<HMn'rY 
. 
' 
m·"' A l"nft::' DJI.TA. SCHOOL ORGAlfiZA.TION TEACHING LOAD {Ml N. PK :t \lEEK) .! 0. PEl YEA1 PROFESSIONAL A!'FILIATIOR ~ ORGAWT~ ~AT:U lftl:i 
CD 
'& Q) 
k 
CD 
l! Min. Per s:: g ., ~ : i CD i ~ 'i ~ Po. Wk. Spent ~ < ~ ,, .. ~ i CD j -= '1"4 ., 0 : Teaching '1"4 Q) ~ CDI-4 .! B 8 'd ~ !~ 1 G ~ ~ CD bOllS CD 1 == .a ~ Music ~ ., ~ ' ~ ., ~ 0 0 ID ! ~>4 1-4 ~ £ CJl ., ~0 l! 1-4 ID =- '; ~ "" 0 CD 1-4 I ~~ 'i Q) ~ Q) 1-4 ft.t .8 s:: :. ~ r-4• ~ :i Q) .-t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I 0 :1£ Q) t' t' t- ~ s:s CD ~= -a Po. ~ 0 ~ :..> A 0 :! ~ j ~ 1ll ! 1 1 1 .$ CD r-4 Q) 11 i l•j 1-4 0 $ CD ~ l : i '1t 1 "1 '8 ~'8 r-4 .s:l ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ·I 0 CJl ~ CD ., . ~ 2 ~ ID "" : {/) ~ a 1ll ) .s:l Q) ~ ~ i 0 -ell ~ $ ~! CD 8 1-4 ~ ~ 2 .8 ~ ' ~ :a CD ~ ; - ~ .a ·l: 2 () ! Q) .! ~ ~ ~ ~ () {/) jl., >t ~ .... 0 0 0 {/) I:Q 0 0 .... 0 ~ 0 ~ :z:~ {/) 0 0 0 0 jl., 0 
piano ~ 4 
l. F MM 52 clar. 8-4 X 40 8 960 X X X 960 X X X X X X X :X AB X X X X Yes X !None X X X X No X r : 
2 G 1M 54 !Piano 8-4 30 25 :X 1525 60 :X X 630 90 X X X 895 X X 
t ~ ,.. ,.. None , A X X A Yes 5 X X X X Yes 90 
i 2 
3 B MEd 54 piano 6-2-4 X 20 X 100 80 A 75 100 80 X :X X :X X X A X 
.,. ,.. X X Yes l. Part X X X X X X 43 
l.'U 2 
....... 
.1.. D MM 55 clar. 6-2-4 :X X X 1090 200 X X X 60 60 X 60 960 A X B X 
,.. 
X X Yes 3 All 60 60 120 X No X 42 
60 3 ,.. 
5 D X 38 X 6-2-4 30 l30 2 420 X X X X 180 120 .x X 60 A :X AB X 
,.. 
X X Yes 3 Hone X X 240 X Yes l.68(J 2l 
,. 35 
6 D BS 53 inetr. 6-2-4 30 20 8 600 X X X X 100 100 X 200 200 X X AB X 
, , x- X Yes X Hone X X X X No X 44 ! 
7 I .MM 54 piano 6-2-4 :X 30 X 510 X X X X X X X X 510 X X :X X 
, , X X Yes 3 None X X X X Yes 450 46 
8 A X 53 !violin 6-3-3 X X X 900 X X X .360 X X X X 180 ~ X X X X ,.. , X X Yes 5 All 60 X X X No :X 47 
y v. ,.. , 14c:. 2 
q A .EM i.h X X 30 130 X X X X X ... X ·x X B A X X X X X No X Hone 1.80 X X X Yea 900 50 
#' 
ll. 
10 B .MM 52 X 6-2-4 20 20 X X X X X X X X X X B X X X X X X Yea X Part/ 200 150 X X Yea 900 58 
, ,. l ,1 y ~ 
54 8-4 X 1320 y 
, B x -, .. x 49 11 A lM X X X X X X X A X X Yes 1 None X X X X X X 
'., 2 r 
I None J.J3t rt :X X X X 180 X X X X 60 X X X 120 X I 
•. A X ~ X B X 168o 35 12 Yea None X 120 X Yes 
l..J A lM 51 X 6-2-4 X X X X 240 X X X 60 X X X 180 
3 
X X A X ~ 
,.. 
X X Yes ~ Hone 60 X X X No X 31 
loffi cial Position 2Additional School Duties 3other Coureee/Hul ~ Duties 4perf'ormances 5professional Affiliations A. Music Supervisor A. Homeroom A. Percussion Ul ~see Choral: A. Berkshire Music Superrleore B. Music Director B. Music .lppreoi tJ.on A. Girls Glee Club Association c. Assistant Supervisor/ B. Chorus B. Southeastern MassachU:Setts Director . c. Boys Glee Club Bandmasters Association D. Inat1WIIo8ntal Supervisor f I, ' Instrumental: 
E. Vocal Superrlaor A. Baud F. Music 'l'~acher B. Orchestra 
G. Elementary Instrumental and Other: 
Vocal Teacla r ' A. Operetta 
H. InstiUmental and Vocal 
I B. Assembly .t'rograms Director • 
. I 
I. Band Director . • 
\ ; 
t ' 
I 
!. 
Table VIII JURI<E HIGB SCHOOL S1TUAT . IQRS WITH BRROIJMf:Jfl;S FBCH .2 I 
-. 
_i: 
i 
TEACHER DA~ SCHOOL <EGANIZATIOB T"~:K ... L:lAD (MTl\1 p R W'li!RIC\ 
'8 ;:: ~ CD 
'i ~ p.. J.4 ] CD 0 CD ~ ~8 i p.. 0 Ol CD ] on ~ () ~+1 CD .., l :i! CD ~:i 0 .l r-f ~ CD J) ~ ..c:: ~ f! .. 0 j· on J.4 ~ ) taO CD . taO aS s:l ~ ! ~ CD ~ til p.. 
1 A Bone 20 X 6-2-4 60 60 
2 A AB 35 voice L ~ - I 40 i40 
~ A BS 53 :DiaDo 6-2-4 30 - 30 
4 A AB 53 !p:la.Do 6-2-4 45 45 
5 A Jl( 55 piano 6-2-4 50 50 
piano 
6 A BS 53 voice 6-2-4 45 45 
7 A :EI( i 51 niano t.. -~ I 45 45 
8 .l IN til.. ") I MJ MJ 
9 F Jl( 54 IDiaDo &-3-3 40 40 
~lee 
10 A Jl( 51 irf nla 'i-2...4 45 ,.l,.') 
-
1.1 G MM 154 bi&Do ~2-4 30 130 
12 J. MA 51 X ~-4 30 .30 
lot.ticial Poai tion 
A. Jfwlic Supervisor 
B. Mlulic Director 
c. J.asis~t Sapervi80r/ 
Director 
b. Iu~ntal Sapervi:sor 
E. Vocal Sapenaor 
F. Mll81c Teacher 
G. Ins-m-ental. aDd Vocal. 
Diad tor 
~ Min. Per A ~ \Dr. Spent 
.. ~ it Teaching • CD '8 Mud~ :::-;:: J.4 1 'i CD CD r-f p.. ~ p.. 8 ~ CD .., J.4 1J () $ CD i Ol .., ll 'Ol on a ] 8 ~ ~ ~ ;! 1-4 0 
X 60 30 X X X X 
8 l.w '40 X X X X 
X !~60 X X X X X 
7 315 X X X 45 X 
5 150 X A 120 X X 
7 495 X X X 45 X 
6 1.80 !X X X QO X 
( 
6 ~~ I~ X X 120 X 
6 • 200 X X X X X 
6 88'i X BC 200 J..'i X 
7 l.1J.. 1M) D 17'5 ' 80 IX 
8 810 90 X X 90 X 
2.Additioll&l. School. Duties 
J.. Drama Cl.ub Advisor 
B. eateteria Duv 
c. Before-School Duties 
D ~ lla.el'OCIIl 
. 
'8 a ' ~ I I ~ ~ /. ~ • ~ I rot 0 I 0 ~ I 0 0 CD :a CD I aS ~ I r-f ~ 8 0 a ~ ~ CD ~ ~ ~ a CD () 
'i! CD J b CD on CD .8 ~ ! i ~ a 0 Ol 0 
30 130 30 - X X X X X 
X X IX 80 X X X X 
X 145 ' 45 :2'7t ~X X ~ X 
X · 45 45 90 X 45 45 X 
. 
50 X X 100 lX X X X 
X X X 450 'x X X X 
X X X 90 X X X X 
• 
120 X X X X ~60 X X 
X 4D X 120 MJ X X X 
X X ,x 750 X X qb X 
X 130 130 111.1. IX X x·,, X 
' 90 ~ X 57o I 150 X X 
I 
.3other CoV~~es/Huaio Dutie• 
~m CCJioillfiTY 
we .• PER 'lEAR ORGABIZATIOBS 
CD 
CD 
~ 
i ~ ~ • o-~ on ~ CD ~ ~ -~ i ~ ~ CD ] g !CD >a .8 ~ _.,>4 ~ ~ J.4 .., 0 0 CD I~ fo-4 ~ $' a ~ 0 CD $' $' 1-4 I 0 :!:Pot A 1 ~ 1 1 1 $ "'t '8 J.4'tf r-f CD 1::2 0 j ~ .., ~ CD 1~ .8 .8 CD .., ;:: 1::2 ~ () 
0 1-4 0 < :z;< Ol 0 0 0 0 Pot 
" 
j 
B X AB X X X l l X tx tx 
If -, ~ 
~l ; B X A X X X X tx Ires 
" 
.L 
[ ~ ' AB X B X X X [ X .0 I 
--~ 
X A X Yes 1 Part 120 X X l llo 
~ ' -
B X X Yes 1 Bone X ~ X X !es 
X X X Yes 9 None -X X X No 
X -}0 X Yes 4 None 150 X X X lea 
~ 4 
B A X Yes 2 Bone 180 X . X X lea 
" ' A. X X Yes 1 None 60 X X X :res 
~ ,;) 
1 X B J.C Yes 4 None X X ~ -~ !es 
0 4 
J.C B X 
~ 
~ 
X B X 
Yes l. Part X 
Yes 8 Part 1ft 
' 
4rertomanoes 
Choral& 
J.. Girl.s Giee Club 
B. Choraa 
C. Bo711 Glee Cl.ub 
Instm.ental& 
A. BaDd 
B• Orchestra 
c.. EnMWiJes 
Other& 
A. Ope;retta 
B. Sol.o Festiftl. 
C. Mu.aical Pl.a711 
X X ~ ~ 
X ·X ~ .0 
\ 
' 
I I 
.w 
"3 CD :: ~ 
f . J-4 
~ :! 
CD i! 
I a CD e 0 
~ 51 
1900 8 
X 14 
X 13 
60 2 
X il. 
270 9 
180 4 
210 7 
200 52 
X 43 
X 19 
/ 
Tabl IX ~ I wFr'R BMI.IJIDI'S ma~ 250-399. 
ri PERrORMAla:S C<JIIURl!rY . 
·. 
. 
-··- Dlln SCHOOL ,_ ...... .., ..11!11 TBACHIRG LOAD (MIB. PI R llslmJ BO. PER DAR Clllt".A 11' r7 .A" I JNO"i 
'8 
1: j ~ : • 0 .... 5s J / Pl. til • 
. ; ~~ ·'12 ~ ID -;:a ~ j r-4 G) II i .§ ~ ~ II 1-4 ., J-4 0 0 ! ~ G) ~ Cll ~lot ~lot 
1 A MM 54 [piano 6-2-4 JJ) 
piano 
2 - A MM 52 trumpet 6-6 50 
3 E l-IM 55 piano 6-6 50 
4 A MM JJ) violin 6-6 45 
5 D &1 51 trumpet 6-6 50 
6 c 111 53 perc. 6-3-3 50 
7 B MEd 55 clar. 6-3-3 40 
-
8 D MM 55 clar. 6-2-4 45 
_2 E BA 51 voice 6-3-3 43 
10 D &1 53 tl"UJJpet 6-3-3 40 
lottioial Position 
A. Music Su erviaor p 
B. Music Director 
C. AssiB tant Supervisor/ 
Director 
D. Instrumental Supervisor 
E. Vocal Supervisor 
F. Music Teacher 
~ ~.Per '8 liJI:. Spent ~ 1: ., G) ~ : Teaching i CD :: ~ Music 0 .... 1-4 i ] i ~ G) r-4 ~lot 
.§ ID 
I• ~ J-4 0 ~ i i 0 til til i ] s:l 8 :z: .... 
. J.D 7 4BQ X I ABC ~50 160 
50 7 200 X D 2o X 
50 5 500 50 X X X 
45 7 225 ~ X ~ 135 
50 X 150 ~ X tx 150 
50 7 lOOC X X X X 
40 8 100C X E 40 40 
45 6 315 ~35 X X 90 
43 X 430 129 D 180 X 
40 6 120 ~ X ~ X 
2Additional School Duties 
A. Bo s G 1' ,. 
B. Girls G1DL 
C. Iudergarten 
D. Music Club Advisor 
E. Detention Hall 
.. 
I 
~ 
~ 
ID 
G) 
~ 
0 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
50 
40 
90 
X 
JJ) 
CD 
i! 
.8 
0 
80 
X 
X 
90 
X 
X 
X 
X 
86 
40 
li 
'S a 
~· ~ ~ ~ • cd r-4 0 G) 
'S 0 s J ID :i ~ £ ' I : 1 a. 8 ~ 
· a i i ~ '1. co co C) 
';:! ID J ~ ID ~ .J A' ·~ .8 a lXI 0 0 
i' ~ 
JJ) JJ) 80 ]j 80 X B 
l ~ 
50 rx ?0 50 50 X, X A 
I 7 
100 50 400 x~ X X X AC 
I 4 
X X X X X X X B 
X X X X X X X 
X 50 700 l~ 200 X X X 
X X _320 .JJ. . 560 
140 
X A X 
90 
X X X I ZlO X A X 
X~ 4 43 43 301 X 86 X B 
·~ 1 
40 X X l~r . ~ X X B 
II 
'"t~ 
3other Course~ 
A. Percus~ 
:Music DUties Classes .,_ 
i 
s:l 
m --t 
~ ! ID a 
.... 0 
10 
A X 
~ 
B X 
X X 
2 ~ 
A A 
~ 
B X 
X X 
,jU 
ABC X 
b 
AB X 
.L 
X B 
2 
AC X 
CD 
I 
s:l 
J i ~ 0 CD ~ el-4 ~ ~! i E 1-4 1-4 .... :;) G) 1-4 4-4 
.8 0 l: ~ b' 0 0 
1 'S J-4'8 .-t ..c:l .§ 2 ' ~~ .a ~ 0 til 0 
Yes · 1 None X X 
Yes 4 Part X X 
' Yes X None X X 
Yes 15 All 180 X 
Yes 3 Part 120 120 
Yes 11 Part X X 
Ies 15 All 60 X 
Yes 3 All 60 60 
Yes 6 None X X 
X X X X X 
~erfo1'm&ncea 
Choral: 
A. Girls Glee Club 
B. Chorus 
C. Boys Glee Club 
Instrumental: 
A. Band 
B. Orchestra 
C. Ensembles 
Other: 
A. Operetta 
B. Talent Show 
] J 
b' P. ] 
X ~ 
X ~ 
X ~ 
180 X 
X. X 
X X 
X fJO 
120 X 
X X 
X X 
38 
f ( 
j 
.. J I :1 ~ • 1-4 a • ~· .... ~ 
c! 
' 
ID 
i = co CD ~ 2 ;! ' 0 - ~ 
Yes .360 23 
., 
,, 
Yea X 41 
Yes .360 16 
No X 12 
Yes 90 15. 
Yes 180 17 
Yea 330 6 
Jo X 42 
" Yes 180 28 
No X 33 
- •• ·-· · ••• - - ,... -··• - •·-·-·-w •• 
. 
~ - - - .,.. ~ . 
' li 
!I I '9'. 
I Table X. L li'II ~ B:IGH Arnrnn ~TI'I'IJ,• :w~ Wl'JIR 'R111RnT.T. li'Rl"U L..tv\_~oo ' ~ .. 
( ·' ' ' . PERFORMANc:m ; . CCHruln'l'Y 1, , 
" 
~ 
TEACHER DATA SCHOOL Q'Rn &w 1"'7.4.TICW 1 TEACHING LQ ID ()liN. PER wm:rc) NO. PER YEAR . ORGANIZAT' ;~s 
co 
'8 ~ 
·I . ~ . 'I l!' '8 ~.Per s:l b a ~ ~ £ l! ~ lwk. Spent ~ ' ' '8 8 a i ~ 
•J I aS Q) ~ I ~ ~ ~ co ~ ~ -a1 i G) () Q) Teaching '1"4 ~ i -~ G) ~ • l \'\_ '1"4 e ] ~ -CO - ~ ~ i aS ~ ~ J ~ g ra.. '8 !Music ,s =- r-t i '1"4 i ! E~ .8 ...ts:l () 0 r-t 0 () ! J-4 ~ J-4 2! G:· ~0 '1"4 '1"4 J-4 0 ;::. f! '" 0 0 co () ~:;1 i J-4 ..... i ~ Q) ~ Q) J-4 .8 s:2 Q) Q) r:'s:s ~ s:l Q) ..... ~ ~ Q) Q) ~ 0. 8 :2£ ,:! ~ - ~ ~ t-4 p.. fo.-4 !- ~:I p.. 0 8 ~ c.> .a- . ~ :) ~ ~ ~ .8 0 co ~ ~ ~ - ~ 1 1 1 $ co ..... Q) -s-a :5 i J-4 () ~ $ Gl co '1. 1. '8 ~'8 .... .d Q) Gl 0 ~ f! 0 i () (/) .8 ~ co ID () ~ ~ j ~ a ~ "" J-4 'l: ~ Cll '1"4 6 ~ ';:! IQ I.H ID '1"4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ co ID b.O I !E 8 "'d e .8 g , F.. ~ ID .8 ID l! e 0 ,! G) ~ .! t• s:l ~ ;! '1"4 ~ ·)-> ~ d () ;! (/) p.. >t p.. :z: t-4 0 0 t!J 1!1) 0 0 t-4 0 411 (/) 0 · 0 0 0 p.. 0 : 
.45 ~· 
;2 3 
X ties : 1 i MM 51 string 6-6 45 X 215 ~5 X X 90 45 X X X 1~ 45 45 45 X B BC X Yes 7 Part 75 140 X X 1 
~ J J. 
2 c 1M 5.4 Diano 6-3-3 50 50 7 200 5o A 60 50 X X 50 X 15C X X X A B A Yes 5 Part X X X ~ Yes .300 53 
- J 3 ; 
3 A 1M 53 ~lar. 6-3-3 50 50 6 1200 5o X X 50 50 X 50 X l~'.nr 50 15~ 150 200 A A X Yes 1 Part 60 120 X ruo Yes 900 22 
: 
4 A MM 51 violin 6-2-4 40 40 X 440 120 X X X X X X X IJ.J.r: X 120 A X X X Yes 16 Part X 1~ X X INo X 54 
~J .)~ '• I 
5 G MuaD 54 instr. 6-3-3 38 38 7 324 [ X X 76 114 114 X X X ~ X X X B A X Yes 4 All 120 . X X X INo X 5 
l 
b ~ 
6 E 1M 54 voice 6-2-4 35 35 7 140 l X X X X 70 35 35 X X X X ABC X B Yes 3 Part ~ ,.... ~ X No X 18 
: 
' 
.LO 
7 H BS 41 violin 6-3-3 42 42 X 113~ X BC 355 X 126 168 X X 840 l X X X B B X X X X X rx ~ X No X 
4 ~ 3 
Ro5 8 F BS 54 voice 6-3-3 50 50 7 1500 X X X X X 200 200 100 100 DoD X X 300 ABC B B X X X ~ ~ X No X 
' 
II 
; 
!official Position 2Additional School Duties 3other P,urses/Music 4 5rn-and-About Boston 
A. Music Superviaor A. Twirling Classes Dutiel I 
Performances 
Choral: Music Club 
B. Music Director B. C1ub Advisor A. Mll ~c Duties A. Girls Gls e Club 
c. Assistant Supervisor/ c. Math Teacher l.a .ely Admi~is- B. Uhozus 
' Director t! ll!i ve/Supemao- c. -Boys Glee Club 
' D. Instrumental Supervisor 1'J II \ Instrumental& E. Vocal Supervisor A. Band 
F. Music Teacher I I 11 1 B. Orchestra b G. Director of 1-fusic 
' Other: Education I I 1· 11 A. General Music Classes H. Classroom Teacher I B. Vocal Quartets 
I ~ 
0 ; 
'I 
' . I 
\ il l 
I 
II 
• : .I . 
' • ' • I I 
I; 
: 
; 
I l ' j _.D. -~ r-'· ! --· -- -- --~ --- 2 ' ....;,:llo: ___ ' • ----- -- --
( 
Table XI. . .&1 un J)'( HIGH ~ . 1. ST'I'IJA'T'TlliiN t.J:'I"''1l li!IITROT.T ·- 'li'Q('U t:.rv.. .Ann 
TEACHER DATA SCHOOL OR I·--~ . ..,T:W 
1 A MM 55 violin 6-3-3 JJ) 40 7 160 X X X 80 80 
2 A 1M 54 lpiano 6-.3-.3 5.3 5.3 6 6.36 5.3 X X X ~ X 106 X X X X 
'3 D MM 55 X 6-2-4 45 45 7 90 X XX 90~ X X X X X X X X 
75 
4 D X .38 IX 6-2-4 75 75 X .300 l X X 225 X X X X 75 X A 
5 F Bon~ 5.3 voice 6-.3-.3 45 45 6 1125 X X X X 45 .360 45 X 675 De X X X 
"1U 
6 D BS 52 horn 6-3-3 45 45 7 225 ~5 B 60 1.35 45 X X X X - ~5 45 X B 
~' 
7 GBA 51X 6-3-3 45 45 7 1260 45 A 315 X X 45 X X ll.'f(l X X 90 X 
8 E BS 54 OC 6-2-4 55 55 6 275 55 X X X X X 55 55 
9 E BS 54 !voice 6-3-.3 _ JJ) JJ) 6 1280 X XX X X JJ)80JJ) ~ X X X X 
lorricial Position 2Ad.ditional School Duties .3other Couzees/Music Duties 
A. Music Supervisor 
B. .Music .Uirector 
c. Assistant Supervisor/ 
Director 
D. Instrumental Supervisor 
E. Vocal Supervisor 
F. Music Teacher 
G. Teacher of Vocal -Music 
and Music Appreciation 
A. Homeroom A. Pe~sion Classes 
B. Twirling Classes B. Inst ental ~sembles 
•. 
PERFORMANCES 
NO. PER YEAR 
C<HoruNITY 
ORGANIZATIONS 
5 
B 
11 
AD 
X 
X 
J 
B 
X 
7 
ABD 
6 
A 
l. 
ABC 
9 
AB 
X 
5 
B 
.3 
B 
z 
B 
X 
X 
X 
X Yes 4 Part X X X X Yes 720 27 
X Yes 2 , All X 120 X X No X 55 
X No X Part X X X X - Yes 240 ~ 
X Yes .3 None X X 2JJ) X Yes 1680 21 
X X X None ., X X X No X 
X Yes- " 4 None X X 120 X No X 26 
X X X None X X X lx Yes 60 
X Yes 9 None X X X X No X 56 
X 5 None 120 X X 120 No X 
4perfonnances 
Choral: 
A. Girls Glee Club 
B. Chorus 
c. Boys Glee Club 
D. Ensembles 
Instrumental: 
A. Band 
B. Orchestra 
C. Ensembles 
Other: 
~ssaclmsetts Music Educators 
Association and the Music 
Fducators National Conference 
' 
I. 
-
.------- . -
-
M 
\ -Tab1e XII. JUNIOR HIGH ~t'!'lftV\T. t Kr VI'l'R '.T. ~ Q(V\ 6ooo. 
\ CCI4MUBITY rJ: ~m 
.. . 
. 
SCHOOL l'mt"..A1 rl'ZA' TEACHIIIG LOAD lM IB. Plm. ORGABIZATia Is TEACHER DATA LUft i.nmr\ liO. PER Y1~'R 
"g 
..-4 
Jot 
Q) 
'i ;1 p., j ., 0 .... ~ "8 l'st ~g ., Pl 8 8 ~~ r-4 • ~ d 
! co I -- ~. ell ~ r-4 CD 
-s1 :5 0 ~ Q) 0 
.8 .... ~ ~ '1: ~ j~ co bO cd 0 If ! r CD CD .3 CJl ~ p., 
1 D 1M 55 cl.ar. 6-3-3 40 
2 F BA 55 X 6-.3-.3 45 
3 G lHM 54 voice 6-2-4 45 
4 c ~ 55 X 6-3-3 45 
5 E IMM 32 !piano 6-.3-3 50 
6 H BM 46 clar. 6-3-3 53 
7 G 1M 'iO voice 6-'3-'3 1.2 
8 G liM 'i5 lvfnl_in 6-'3-'3 'i2 
) 
9 D lt{ 55 violin 6-3-3 40 
violin 
10 G IMA 52 voice 6-3-3 50 
lotricial Position 
A. Mo.al.c Supe rviaor 
B. Mo.sic Director 
c. Assistant Supervisor/ 
Director 
D. Instrumental Supervisor 
E. Vocal Supervisor 
F. Music Teacher 
G. Director of Mual.c 
Education 
B. Supervisor of Junior High 
School Music 
.• g 
'8 Min. Per r: l! Wk. Spent aS ~ Teaching CD ~ . CD p., • ~ ] Music 0 
..-4 Jot 
• Jot r-4 i : :i! CD r-4 ~ ~ p., 0 
.8 ~ co ~ :5 Jot 0 .$ co • 
.! 0 CJl ~ .! i! 
·J CJl .... ~ 1 ~·g ~ ~ i! .8 s:s 8 II: H 0 0 
40 7 760 X X X IJ.O X X 
45 6 1.30Q 90 AB 425 X X X 
45 6 . 31.5 X X X .L5 145 145 
45 7 315 X X X 45 45 90 
50 6 750 . X X X l. X 100 
53 7. 201~ 159 B 106 159 159 159 
1.2 7 336 X c 270 126 .L2 142 
'i2 7 188 X X X lOL 1.2 142 
40 6 a> X X X X 80. X 
50 6 X X X X X X X 
2Addi t1ona1 Schoo1 Duties 
A. Homeroom 
B. C1ub Advisor 
c. Director of Sa turda;y 
Conservatory or Music 
. 
i -
. . I 
I d ,. ~ , I .b I ~ I ~ ,.Q • :1 ~ 0 I 0 .... 0 
0 co • :::J: f CD i ~ CD CD ~ c:a. 8 CD 0 ~ 8 i ~ ! '1. co · : 0 r-4 co 8 .... CD ~ ~ b ~ co ~ .8. :e· ~ {/) 0 0 
X X X X 720 X X X 
7 
:90 190 785 X X X X B 
tl 
X X 190 145 11..5 X X 
" 
B 
I b 
X X 90 X X 45 X D 
50 50 1400 X tX 15C X X 
' 106 424 265 S30 11266 1~ X B 
;42 184 X X ~ X X X 
-., 
" I X X X X X A B 
X X X X ~ X X I 
X X X X ~ X A X 
.... ~ 
3other Course• VMusic 
\ 
\. 
Duties 
A. Music Du1 es largel7 
Admin18tl jlti ve/Super-
' visor.r 
( 
~ . 
a 
~ • Jot 
1t - ~= 1 E lil--4 CD Jot a () ll. ~ 0 "'t '8 Jot'S i~ ~ 5 .s ! ~ 
H 0 ell :Z:ell 
0 
B X Yes 4 
X X Ho5 6 
5 ]. 
AB A Yes 5 
JJ b 
AB B Yes 4 
X X Yes 10 
. ,j' 
"' 6 ABC A ·¥88 8 
.LU 
AB X Yes 10 
J 
AB X Yes 5 
" B X Yes X 
X x. Yes 4 
4Performancea 
Choral: 
A. Gir1s G1ee Club 
B. Chorus 
c. Boy-a Gl.ee C1ub 
D. Choir 
Instrumenta1: 
A. Band 
B. orchestra 
c. Ensembles 
Other: 
A. Operetta 
co 
., 
~ 
- ~ k d ~ co ~ ~ ! ~ ~ ! • 1 ~ ~ 0 .8 Jot Jot ~ f •.-I 0 0 co Jot fH 
.8 d CD CD ~. .ta ~ . .ta H p., 40-4 0 r! 1 1 1 $ co 'd .:d $ i! ! co 0 ~ co ~ .a 2 0 ~ CJl 0 0 0 0 p., 0 
Part X X 1~ X Yes .360 '-' 25 
X . X 120 X X No X 
, 
Hone X 120 120 X No X 34 
None 120 X ., X No X 57 
All X X X X Ro X 40 
None 105 X 120 120 Yes 675 
, 
All 300 180 X 90 Yea 300 38 
Part 40 X X X No X' 37 
Part 120 X 60 X Yes 120. 36 
' 
Part X X X I No X 39 
~sic Teachers National 
Association 
~ssaChusetts ~Muaic Educators 
Association and the .Music Educators 
National Conference 
B. Special Groups for 
Assemb1y Work 
4l 
' ( 
. -- -
- · 
IJ 42 
-.. 
Tab~e XIII. o.llft IUK HIGH :-! !Hnrn S L"UA 'I lJNS W'T'1'R 'li"'IRnT.T. ·- WfY1' IAIIIDn 
' 
.. PERFORMANCES , ccH.tunTY 
i 
Tli!Al'!lm DATA SCHOOL cmGAlll T7.A· TEACHING LCl AD j ·un 'Pii!J; \l1i!li!l r) NO. -PER YEAR QRGANT~ ~TTONS :Jill . 
' : 
'8 
0 
10 
l! k ~ d . a ., 'S Min. Per ~- l s:l IQ k ~ ·aJ ~ ~ ;! Wk. Spent I 0 s:l ~ .... )4 &d ., )4 ~ 0 10 IQ ~ r oM G) 0 ., Tea~h-tY..,, ' :J G) ~ ..-4 Ill ,. ~ ~ e e G) ., ] ..-4 !s:s ~ ~ IQ .:: ~ Ill &d ~ ~- ~ ~- 0 ~ JZc '"d - ,s ,;.t i. I) 'S ~ E .8 d G) 0 0 Music 0 Ill ~ :i>l ~ ,. ~ f Cll ., ~0 ~ ..-4 ;:! ,. 0 Ill ::a 2! .... 0 0 ' Ill ,. . 0 e~ · IQ .... i ., CD [j. ., ,. 4-t .8 d G) ~ .... d ~ ~ 0 i ., .... ~ ll.. ~ a ., ~ Po ;::: 0 :!£ ., l>a t' ~ .... ll.. Ill ~:& < ::t.,. .8 ~ .g. ~ ~ Q 0 , ~ ~ 0 :J ~ Ill ~ i j < ...;t 1 ..-4 1 .$ Ill .... ..-4 ., "25 :5 i ,. 0 i Ill CD bD ~ ! '• "t '8 ~'8 .... .£::1 J $ : .8 ~ ~ - 0 ! 0 Cll .8 e ,!l d 10 0 0 0 ~ Ill at ,. 4-t if Cll ..-4 ] CD b Ill ..-4 ~ ~ $ !~ .8 ~ -~ Ill &d ,. !~ ! ~ ~ · 1! .8 !1 r J ~ i :5 .8 Ill ;:! i:: 2 () 0 ! ~ : , ~ ~ d 6 i d ~ 0 8 i Cll ll.. 1--4 0 :,) t!J Cll 0 0 1--4 0 < Cll 0 0 p.. 0 
xl 2 1 D 1M ·.51-violin 6-6 40 4D 6 4D X X X X 4D X X X X X X X X B X No X None X X 90 X No X 10 I 
2 A 1M 51 X 6-2-4 45 45 7 225 ·X X X X X X X X z 5 X X X X X X X Yes X Bone 60 X X :X No X .31 
3 6 12( x i 
J 
1-68: 35 G None 48 t. t X 4D 4D 120 X X X X X X X X X X X X .l X Yea X lone X 120 X Yes 
. •I .. ~ J.. 
4 B MM 52 X 6-2-4 50 50 X 250 X :X X X 50 100 X X 100 X X X X B B X Yea X Part 200 150 X X Yes 900 58 2 2 
5 A lJ{ 46 X X 40 4D X .360 X X X so X 80 X X 200 X X X X B A X No X Bone 180 X X X Yee 900 50 
!violin 
' 
-'3 
-z 
6 A X 5.3 6-.3-.3 45 45 X 225 X X X 45 X 45 45 45 X II X X 45 X B A X Yea 5 All 60 X X X No X 47 
7 . G MM 54 loiano 6-2-.1&. 40 .3Q 6 390 ·X X X X X X· X :X XJ'i· X 390 X X X X X ~·· .3 None X X X :X Iel! 450 46 
53 6-2-.1&. 40 6 400 MJ MJ 
7 5 
8 D BS instr. 20 X X X X x· X X 80 2.40 X :X X AB c ~ea X Bone X X X X No X 44 
lOtticial Position 2Addi tlonal School Duties .3other Coureet ~sic Duties 4perto~ncea 
: .... Music Supe rrlaor Choral. a 
B. Music Director ...~ A. Girls Glee Club 
c. Assistant Supervisor/ 
\ 
\. B. .Chorus 
i Director i c. Boys Glee Club 
D. Inetnaental SUpervisor Instrumental a 
E. Vocal Supervisor A. Band 
F. Music Teacher , B. Orchestra 
G. Director ot BaDia I c. Fhaemblea 
other a 
. v 
I ~ 
\ 
-" 
. 
) 
l 
. 
. 
• :\ ) 
! ,I 
I 
i . 
1'1 
I 4.3 
Tabl§ XIV. HIGH SCHOOL Sl'TliA'I'ICWS :W I'I'R RNRQI,Iliikii'i'S EBCII :!5-299. ._ 
\ 
, 
I PERFORMAN.- C<MruNrl'Y 
c:m 
: 
TEACHEI1 ·:DA!I!A. SCHOOL ORGABIZATION TEACHIN<f LOW (:MIN. PK1 ~till!:]~' 1 O. PER YEAE PRQFE3~Tt'WAT. 4FFn,- OJ !t1A NT?'.A'l lNS ' 
I 
E.. I Ill 
'8 Ill GJ GJ Ill ;;: g i I 1:2 '8 ~.Per I i f ~ ... GJ : ~ ! Ill 0 ~ ~ ~ ;;: Wk. Spent : ~ ., ~ it as ~ I ~ Ill • C) GJ ~ .,Q a f.4 Ill f.4 ~ e 0 8 ' reaching I 
: ., tiOcd Ill J f! == ! ~ ~8 .., ~ • :: - ~ ~ Ill I .... ~ ~ r-t C) GJ .8 i s:: ~~ t>a l! .8 I i GJ C) ~sic 0 '2 Ill ~ I 4 ~ - - ~ f.4 ., f.4 GJ 1 .... ' f.4 0 . Ill 0 I ., .... 0 0 Ill C) ~:1 Ill r-4 ~ GJ GJ :i as ~.~ c: GJ f.4 ~ .8 ~ GJ ~ "1s· ., ; :i d! r-4 g ~ ~ Q) GJ r-4 s:: ~ - as I s:: 8 :1!£ ! t>a ~ .t' H ~ Ill ~:& < a s 0 ~ ~I ._ e 0 ., .! 0 s .. ~ -5 0 Ill ., i r-4 ~ '\; '1 J I "" ' 
Ill 
r-4 ~ GJ ~ il ~ .Q f.4 "" .s Ill e bD ~ t: !'1. 'B f.4'S r-4 ..c: ; .s ~ 2! ., i C) (/) ., GJ Ill s:: til I ~ i~ 0 C) ~ Ill "" f.4 ~ ! ~J . (/) "" ~ 1 ~ 'i1 Ill GJ ;;: tO +' 0 GJ & ., i ~ ~ 0 _g a Ill ~ • bD as g ~ .8 t>a s:: ~ :J ~ ~ :a a :a ,.£:1 "" ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ :. ~ "" e8 ~ ., ., C) 8 t ~ z H 0 0 C!J (/) H < e-. 0 H 0 0 ~ :z:< Cl) 0 0 
~ 120 4 
6 
1 A MM 151 lstrina: 6-6 45 /IJ X /IJO 40 X X ~ ~ 160 f40 ~ X X X so X i AB B ~ X 
.,. 
., ~ A Yes 7 Part 75 140 X X Yes X 
I 8 
2 A ·11{ 53 !Piano 6-2-4 50 50 5 ·200 X A 180 - ~ tx 50 50 50 50 X X X X X 'ABC X X 
, , ~ X Yes 1 I& one X l X X Yes 60 2 
l 105 X X 
-;> ;lj() ;l ~ If' , I B 3 A 11( 49 ~rgan 8-4 J.6 35 7 275 X B 1.60 105 X X 70 X X c B X Yes 4 ~ X ~ X X Yes 150 3 
44o ~ X ~ 00 -X X X 
~ ~ .,. ,; X ~ 18) lSO 4 4 A 11( 54 trumpet 6-2-4 40 /IJ 6 40 X X 40 so X X X B X Yes 2 .one X X X Yes 
P4 76 X 19( 
.2~ 47 ~8 , , X 5 5 G MuaD 54~ instr. 6-3-.3 38 38 7 608 X X X 114 114 X X X X X B AC A ~ Yes 4 nl._ 120 X X X Bo X 
' 40 3 
.:. I 6 B MEd 55 clar. 6-3-3 40 40 8 680 X c 40 ~ 40 80 X X X 40 f()O 80 X X D B X , , ~ CD Yes 15 All 60 X X 90 Yes 330 0 
- .3 
7 F lJol 54 piano 5-3-4 40 40 6 80 X X X X X X 00 X X X X X X i: A X X 
, , X ~ Yea 1 Hone 60 X X X Yes 210 7 
·35 · Jij X X X X X X 
j ~ 
A 9008 8 A AB voice 6-2-4 40 40 8 40 X X X 80 X X X; B X B X X X X 1 X 120 X X X Yes 
:.- 45 X 
3 10 
,; 270 9 9 A 1M 51 piano 6-2-4 45 45 6 90 X X X X X 45 X X X X X X A A X 
., 
X X Yes 4 ' None ·150 X X. X Y-es 
!·· j 
i 10 H BS 50 voice 6-2-4 55 55 7 165 X D 1200 X X 55 55 55 X :f X X X X !ABC X X X X , X Ho . X ~ X X X X Ho X ,. I I 
i 1.3 ~ I 6 ~ 80 80 X X X X . X X , ,; ~ ~ lone tlo i 11 D 1M 51 violin 6-6 50 40 120 40 X X X E A X Ho X X X 90 X No . X ' piaoo 
'x . 45 . 
. 
12 A MA. 53 voice 6-2-4 45 45 7 405 45 X X ~5 X 45 45 X X X 'JO X X A X ~ X , 
., 
""" ~ Yes 9 ltone X r X X Ho x tu II 110 ~0 I~ 
; 1.3 4 MM 40 violin 6-6 45 45. 7 225 X X X 135 X 90 X X X X X X X X B ~ B 
y , ~ p Yes 15 All 1~ X 180 X lo X 12 
14 A BA 5.3 I piano 6-2-4 45 45 7 720 X X X lSO X 180 90 90 X X ~ 90 90 X ~~ X , , ~ ~ Y~s 1 Part 12C X X X lo X 13 ' 
X X X X X X 
I~ , ~ P-4 ' 15 A BS 53 piano 6-2-4 30 30 6 .30 X X X X 30 X X X B X E X X X X X X X X X lo X 
lorricial Position 2Additional School Duties 3otber Courses~ c Duties 4Performancee 5professional Affiliation. ( 
../. A. Music Supa rvisor A • Drama C1ub Advisor A. Vocal Ensembl s Chora1: Other: A. County Music Assoc. 
B. Music Director B. English Teacher B. Music Apprecj 'tion A. Girls Glee C1ub A. Pep Band B. Berkshire Music 
c. Assistant Supervisor/ c. Detention Ball c. Fine Arts ' B. Boys Glee Club B. Operetta Supervisors Assoc. 
Director D. Grade I - -J'ul.l-time D. Percussion Cl ~s c. Chorus c. In-and-About Boston 
D. Instrumental Supervisor Teacher E. Free Private hstru.ction Instrumental H&lsic Club 
E. Vocal Supervisor A. Band D. ·Southeastem Mass. 
F. Music .Teacher B. Orchestra 
-
Bandma stere Assoc. 
G. Director of Music !ducation ~ }l c. Brass Choir E • Bational Education . 
H. Elementary Teacher and High D. Ins~rumental Ensembles Association 
' 
School Vocal Supervisor 
"" 
. 
: ~ 
TEACHER DATA 
1 ~ j Q) .... t) rz.. ~~=~ 
Ul Q) ~0 ; ~~ ~ . ~ G) -- ~ Ill 0 
.s ION ] ..... Q) -a-a ~ ~ ~ .... ,.. lD Ill ~~ C) 0 ! ~ Q) Ul 114 114 
1 E MM 55 I piano 6-6 
.2 D ~ 51 trumpet 6-6 
piano 
3 A :HM 52 trumpet 6-6 
4 c 111 53 perc. 6-3-3 
5 E 1M 54 voice 6-2-4 
6 A MA 51 X 6-2-4 
7 E BS 53 voice 8-4 
8 D X 38 X 6-2-4 
9 A 111 53 c1ar. 6-3-3 
10 A MM 54 piano 0-2-4 
lorricial Position 
A. Music Supervisor 
B. Music Director 
c. Assis~t Supervisor/ 
Director 
D. Instrumental Supervisor/ 
Director 
E. Vocal Supervisor/ 
Director 
F. Music Teacher 
( 
44 
~~o'blt= n. H'IllB SCBQOI, SrMIA~JniiiS Wl'Hl diOUMDtl'S · I!IQI 300-r;QQ. I I 
I 
SCHOOL ORGANIZATICII TEACHING LOAD ( MIN. PER WEeK) 
'8 lD Q) 
l! g Min. Per :a. ~ ~ ef 0 Wk. Spent C1, I l! liS Teaching G) ~ C) t. ~ ~ rS Jot -a lD :1 ,.Q lD .... ~ Music r-4 .=: C) Q) .8 Q) C) 0 'S IQ ~ r-f ~ .... Jot 0 II) ~ :.> i ..... i Q) Q) :i Ill Q) ..... 8 114 ~ Q) Q) ..... ·~ Ill ~ 114 ~ 8 Q) :.> ~ ::t .s::: 0 II) ~ 8 ~ Ill .s::: ~ Jot C) :p .$ II) e r 8. ~ ' ~i~ C) Ul .8 II) IQ bD J Ul ..... a '8 'i! II) ~ ';:! II) ~ ~ s:: ~ ~ 'tj J! .8 >a ~ f! .s ~ 5 ~ i c!l a £ ~ ~ C) :z; t-4 0 0 Ul t-4 ~ 
50 40 X 120 8) X X X X 80 120 X X X J X X 
50 50 X X X X X X X X X X X X J X X 
50 50 7 · 300 X A 20 100 100 50 X 50 X X J' X X 
50 50 7 200 X X X 100 X X 50 .50 X X l X X 
·. j 40 40 8 160 X X X X X 80 40 40 X X X X 
40 40 8 102( 160 X X 200 X 120 X X 320 X 440 X X 
J 
45 45 X 180 225 X X X X 135 45 45 18> X X X X 
90 90 X 450 X X X 270 180 X X X X X I :X X 
45 45 6 45 X B 120 45 X X X X X X X X X 
40 40 7 440 600 ODE 150 200 X 160 8) 80 X X JPO 160 X 
2Addi tiona! School Duties 3other Courses/MUsic Duti~s 
A. Music Club 
B. Band Parents Booster Club 
A. Vocal En es \. 
B. 'Music AppreCiation 
C. Boys Gym C. Dance Urcheatra 
D. Girls Gym D. Senior Music 
E. Kindergarten 
1? 
~ 
~ 
t' 
~ 
X 
55 
X 
X 
X 
40 
X 
X 
X 
X 
f 
~~ c<MotURI'l'Y 
. 
NO. PER YEAF PROFE~c;TmlAT. AFFI :.IA'1' ORGABIZATIOO 
~ 
1=1 
~ ...;t '1. 1 "1. 
.s ~ :5 0 II) 
.s:l 1=1 
0 0 t-4 0 
40 5 2 
-.l AC X A 
5 
X X A X 
90 12 ~ 12 B A B 
4 ~ X AD X 
2J 
A A CD! X X 
14 12 
X BC ~ X 
~5 
X BCD IX X 
P2 
X X lAB X 4, ~ B X X 
~ .LU 
CD ACD1! A X 
. 
4Pertormances 
Choral: 
i I 
tl' ., 
., ., 
tl' tl' 
tl' v 
tl' v 
., II"' 
., tl' 
., .., 
., v 
v v 
A. Girls Glee Club 
B. Chorus 
C. Vocal Ensembles 
D. Boys Glee Club 
E. Mixed Glee Club 
Instrumental: 
A. Bam 
B. Orche,stra 
I ' Other: 
A. Opez:etta 
B. Musical Revue 
lD 
8 
~ 
~ 
m 
0 
:) 
~ 'B 
i :§ .$ ~ 0 ~ 
X X xes 
X X Yes 
X X Yes 
X X Yes 
· x , X Xes 
X A Te_. 
X X Yes 
X X Yes 
X X Yes 
X X Xes 
G) 
Q) 
lD 
·,~=~ 
~ 8 i ~ ~ ~ G) e i:l .8 C) 3 lD J ~ :i ~ E .8 e .... ,... Jot ~ ~Jot ..... Q 0 II) Jot t.-4 
.8 1=1 Q) ~ Q) Q) Q) ~ ~ ~ t-4' 114 :::£114 ~ 0 ~ 1 I 1 .$ II) f.t'S r-f .s::: .$ 8 2 ~ II) i~ ~ II) -5 .a 2 sz;~ Ul 0 0 0 0 114 0 
3 Part 120 120 X X Xes 190 15 
X None X X X X- Yes 360 16 
4 Part X X X X !Yes X 41 
11 Part X X X X !Yes 180 17 
3 Part X .... X X !No X 18 
8 Part 180 X X l. IHo X 19 
4 X 1480 X X X II X 20 
3 lone X X 240 X xes 168( 21 
1 Part 60 120 X 12( !res 900 22 
' 
1 Hone X X X X lies J60 23 
5professional Affiliations 
A. In-and-About Boston Music Club 
7,, --·.·, 
45 
Tab~e XVI. HIGH SCHOOL S:-rtiA ' 
,, 
~M WI'TR Ti!llmnt .T 'Peru t:.r.r. Ann 
<, 
.. H p;'JSH!' ···""!~ CCMo1UNITY ' ! 
; TEACHER DATA SCHOOL rn !1"-t\ 111T7. LLJN TEACHING LOAD MIN. PER lrl!:EK) t.'lO. PER YEAB , PROFEss lOUt rtFFil i A JNS ORGANIZATIIJNS 
' 10 
'8 CD I 
! 
Q) s::l 
..-4 ~.Per :a r! g Jot 
'8 N: 
CD i - -~ Q) ~Spent J I s::l ., ..-4 1 '"' l! CD CD ., ~ ~:r' .. rreaching .w ·O all Q) e ~ 8 ..-4 Q) / C) rf ~ Q) j a !1 ..-4 ., CD ~ ] ~ ~ ~ ~ s::l i CD ~sic == ~ CD ~ ~ !~ >a .8 d '8 r-4 C) I .8 3 ! r! Jot ., ~ ~0 C) 0 r-t ..-4 : 
' 
~ ., ..-4 0 ~ Gl Jot I'll Q) ~ ..-4 ..-4 Jot 0 ID ID 0 C) e·:o i Jot r-4 1 Q) Q) i ~ Q) Jot ~ .8 s::l 
Q) ~ . p b' b' H 11. 12 ., i C) Gl r-4 ~ 11. ~ Q) I ! d ~ ~ s:f 0 Q) Q) Gl ID ~- ~ 411 11. 8 r-4 0 ~ ~ 0 :1:11. Q 0 &! 0 j ID ., t!J r-4 ~ j i ..-4 1 1 .$ ID r-4 ~ ~ il -s :i Jot .d C) ~ $ Gl i! t!J bO ~ t- '?. i. ~ 'S Jot'S r-4 .d I i 8 ~ .8 C) I'll Jj ID !i i~ 0 ··C) ~ ID 1il Jot bO ~ I t·rll ..-4 a 1 7! ID s ., 0 Q) ., .8 i 0 i Gl $ .8 ~ ID -8 CIS ~ - ~ ~ ~ 't:S ~ .8 >a Jot 10 CIS ~ -s .8 ID I ~ ..-4 2 0 ! ~ Q) ~ d ~ i! ~ ,B ~ ., d ~ d ., ;j C) 0 Jot ;! I'll 11. 11. H 0 0 I'll H 0 0 H 0 0 ::z:-11 I'll 0 0 11. 0 
piano 
lA ~ ~ 
0 
~0 1 A MFd 52 voice 8-4 45 35 6-7 315 X 60 35 35 X 245 X X X X A A X X , ~ X A Yes 13 None X X X X X 24 
I ;d) 
: 2 D I:M 55 clar. 6-3-3 40 40 6-7 280 X tx X ~80 ~ X X X IX X ' ' X X X X X A X 
,.. , X X Yes 4 Part X X 180 X Yes 360 25 
9 31 
3 D BS 52 hom 6-3-3 55 55 5 330 220 B 60 tuo 0-l.o X X 55 55 55 ~ llO .X X X CD ACB X ,. Y' X X Yes 4 None X X 120 X No X 26 
~0 22 
~ ~ ~ II"' 4 A ~ 55 vio~in 6-3-3 40 40 7 200 X X X 40 40 . IX X X X X X B ABC X ,. X X Yes 4 Part X X X X Yes 720 27 : 0 2 
l tx II"' , I 5 E BA 51 voice 6-3-3 50 50 X 1500 250 l 180 350 100 lCX X X 20C X B B X AB X Yes 6 Bone X X X X Yes 180 28 : 
! 280 3 15 , 
6 B .1M 52 X 6-2-4 40 40 6 600 X c 200 120 ~ 120 X X P-80 X X X 180 c B A X 1/ ,. X X Yes 10 None 180 X . X 12~ fies 240 
4 
7 D ~ 55 X 6-2-4 45 45 6-7 270 90 l X 135 45 X X X X X p 90 X X X X A X X X X X No X Part X X X X Yes 240 29 
' 41J 
8 D MEd 41 X 7-5 50 50 X 200 400 DE 183( 150 100 X X X X 100 Po 50 X X X X ABC X , y X se Yes 10 Hone X 30 X X No X 30 
45 7 Z5 
9 A :EM 51 X 6-2-4 45 45 7 495 X ~ X 90 45 135 135 X X 90 X X X B B A ,. ,. ,. X X Yes X None 60 X X X No X 31 
i 
lotficial 2Additional School Duties 3other Course• ~sic Duties -'Ferfol"'D8llceS 5professional Affiliations Position 
; A. Music Supervisor A. Advisor to Music Club A. Senior .Mu !Lc Choral: A. In-and-About Boston Music Club 
B. Music Director B. Twirling Classes B. Music App ~cia tion ·· -,'- A. Girls Glee Club B. County Music Association~ 
c. Assistant Supervisor/ c. Study Hall c. Freshmen.] ~sic \ . B. ·chorus c. Massachusetts Elementary 
' Director D. Principal of Elementary '<. c. Boys Glee Club Principals Association 
I D. Instrumental Supervisor School I D. Vocal Ensembles 
I E. Vocal Supervisor E. Supervisor of Testing \ Instrumental: ! 
F. Music Teacher A. Band 
j B. Orchestra 
c. Instrumental Ensembles 
Other: 
! A. Operetta 
B. Ta1ent Show 
0 I I 
. 
c 
: 
I 
I 
. 
I 
I 
:rl 
--
~ j l 46 
l 1l 
. 
Tab1e XVII HIGll loiT'Iflll rT "'PRtw Ol'VI-1 1 ao 
• •. 
til . CCMruRrrY . 
IJ:"J51U' ·-ES 
TEACJiBR DATA SCHOOL .....,. 1 • ._..... __ TEACHING LOAD (MIN. Pl tR WEEK i'fO. PER YEAR !fRQP'BSS~ CfiAL AF'Y.rt.TA•I LlDO: 0Rl1 AliT7.Ji 
CD 
'8 • I CD 
l! k Min. Pel i s= ! s= 
I'C • 
'8 r: i ! i 0 ! ~ ~ l! "' Wlr. Spen1 j I 0 • ~ ~ 1 ~ ., 0 • Teacb.iD4! ~ ~ a Jot '" ·~ CD .! ] ~ 3 ! i'! e i p.. CD ~ • '" tr ~ _!._, '8 ~ic r-t (,) I .8 3 ~ 2 .8 :II s= . ...ts= ~ 0 a '2 ~ ~ ~ Jot ~ 2! Cl.l 3 ·+' 0 J ;:: Jot • =- :.> :Jot '" 0 (.) Jot ~~ CD '8 i • CD :f s ~ '+-4 § .t' s= CD ~ 1= +' 
_i i ~ .-4 11. ~ ~ CD ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ::! ,f ' ~ .t' .t' .... p.. CD CD fl ~ ~ CD ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 .! ..c:: 0 1D +' a ~ -.;t 1 1 1 .s CD r-4 ~ ~ - ~ -a~ ~ ~ - I C) ~ .s CD ~· J ~ t: ~ QJ "t ~ '8 ""'8 r-4 ..c:: ~ ~ i Cl.l • CD 0) ~~ 0 j ~ CD '" Jot Cl.l "f"i ~ ] ~ ~ CD 8 CD +' 0 ~- .... +' CD i (.) i ., .s .8 CD CD I .... !H 8 ~ .8 11-. ~ CD 8 .~ .8 CD :S ~ :S '" ~ 2 C) 0 ! £ ~ ~ .s a ,2 c!1 ~ ~ . +' C) .... Cl.l p.. ~ 0 0 Ul H ~ 0 0 H 0 0 ~ Ul 0 p.. 0 
\ 121. ' 
1 D Ill 54 br&ss 3-4 40 40 6 4~ X ~ X 160 160 160 X X ~ X ~ X X X X X AB X ... ., v A Yes 5 !Part X X 120 X lfo X .32 
1 .3 ., 
2 D Ill 5.3 trumpet 6-3-.3 54 54 6 21.6 54 ~ X 108 54 54 X 54 I X ~ X X X X A ABC X ,. X X X X X ~ X X X llo X 3.3 
! 90 12 9 1 
.3 G HM 54 voice 6-2-4 45 45 6 585 l X X 45 45 45 270 X X X [ X 90 X BC B AB A 
,. ,. X ye·s 5 None X 120 120 X !Bo X .34 
' 90 ~ 27C J '475 
8 12 ~ 120 4 F MEd 51 violin 004 45 45 6 112! 53 X 270 X X X X X X .l1) X AC B , , X X Yes 1 X X X No X 
~ 
1rl ~ 
1 2.lddi tional School_ Duties .3othe~ Cour~~ 4perfol'm&Ilces 5professional Affiliations Official Position lfuaic Dutie.s Choral: A. In-and-About Boston Music Club 
A. -Music Supe rvi e>r A. Cafeteria Duty A. Vocal ..... hles A. Girls· Gl.ee Club \. -
B. Music Director B. Detention Hall B. Operetta B. Chorus 
c. Assistant Supervisor/ c. Choral SO ~ety c. Boys Glee Club 
Director D. FreePri.,. t.e Instruction Instl'UID8ntal.: 
D. Inatrumental Supervisor q A. Band E. Vocal Supervisor B. Orchestra 
~ F. Music Teacher I c. Ensembles 
G. Director or Music l,i ,_ .. ~ Other: I \ 
Education ~:~ ' :.. A. Operetta 
'· B. Christmas Concert 
i 
i 
! 
'· 
I 
' 
I"( 
. 
~ 
' 
' 
I 
. ~ 
·-· I 
' 
: 
I 
TEACHER DATA · .. 
1. G None 48 trumpet X 45 45 6 360 45 X X 
·~ 
2 D Ill 55 Yiplln Q-3-3 55 55 5 220 X X X 
·rN 
Table xv.1..1. .• BI.GB. .t"SoL:Kl:au s · ...... . 
I 
TEACHING LOJ~ {MIN. PEB W~r\ 
135 X X X X X X 35 135 X 
X 220 X X X X X :
1
' X X 
X 
X 
· - · -- FRCM 1 '>t'V'I .l.&Atv\ 
X 
X 
14 
X A 
X X 
X X A Yea X 
X X Yea X 
3 C MM 55 X 6-3-.3 50 45 7 X 540 X X 270 270 X X X .X. X X X X A X X X y "' X X Yes X 
47 
CCJ.t.ruNITY 
ORGANIZATIOl~ 
...... j 
0 
Cll 
! 
CD 
.! 
u 
~ 
0 
· None X 120 
Part 120 X 
~ X Yes 16a: 35 
60 X Yes 120 ·36 
None X X 36C (>a Yes .360 ,. 
4 H DEd 54 X 6-3-3 50 50 6 X X X X X X X X X X X ~ X X X A X X X , Y X X Yes X Pa_. X X X X Ho X "' ~~r=~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=·~~,-r~~~f=~-T---1~ I 
5 H MM 55 Yio1in 6-3-3 45 45 7 360 45 X X 90 X X X X X X X X X A X · A X " v X B Yes 5 Part 40 X X X lio X 37 
J5 
6 H MEd 50 -vo_ice 6-3-3 47 47 6 X X A 282 X X 188 X 94 X X ~ X X X A BC X X "' "' X C Yes 10 All t300 18:> X 90 ~es .300 38 
!violin ~ 
7 H MA' . 52 voice 6-3-3 50 42 7 200 X X X X X X X X X X 1' X X X A X X X v "' X X Yes 4 Part X X X X lio X 39 ~~~~- ~r=~~~~~~~~~-F~~~~~~-+~~~~~~~~~~~~~--+-~~~=+=-~=+=-~~~~~~~---
8 E MM 32 -piano 6-3-.3 .,50 50 6 X X X X X " "' " " X X X X X AB X X X v "' X BD ~es 10 
i;a 
9 D MM 55 clar. 6-2-4 45 45 6 .3-15 225 X X 225 45 X X X X X l 5 ~35 X I x- X. AB X "' v X X Yes 3 
lotficial Position 
A. '-Music Supervisor 
B. Mmic Director 
c. Assistant Supervisor/ 
Dinctor 
D. Instrumenta1 Supervisor 
E. 'Vocal Supervisor 
F. Music Teacher 
G. Director of Be.Dis 
H. Director of Music 
Education 
2Additional School Duties 
A. Director of Saturday 
Conservatorr of Music 
>-
3other Courses •• Duties \ 
A. Music Respona ~l.i ties ·· \ 
largely ,~ ..... "' trati ve/ '~-
Supervisoey 
B. Music AppreciA ~on 
·" ~Perfomances 
Choral a 
A. Girls Glee Club 
B. Chorus 
C. Boys Glee Club 
Instrumenta1a 
A. Band 
B. Orchestra 
Othera 
All X X X X fto X 40 
Al160 60 l2CJ X No X 
5Professional Affiliations 
A. Southeastern Massachusetts 
Bandmasters Association 
B. In-and-About Boston Music 
Club 
·c. National Association of 
Teachers of Singing 
D. County Music Associations 
- ~ t -! ·-
. . ....... 
. --
.... _. .. =--~ ... 
-. · ·-
-. 
.,, 
j (48 .. 
TABLE XIX HIGH AC!RnnT. s· lRI:'i WITH ~.T. Rm' !4.'1'1i!n ' 
~ 
~ ., PERFORMANCES C<JMJBITY . 
~ 
SCHOOL Q'Rj ta.WT7.4.,..-:m I'J'l;!Ar 1U11K T .OJ m ( )IITR . ~~' NO. PER YEAR PROIPiiRq ·rwa Ali'li'TL1 A'Pnw. ORGANIZATIClfS nnoa,...... DJlTA P2R 1D 
~ 1D I 4) ! Min. Per i ~ ~ g • '8 . Wk. Spent r: I 8 'i i ~ p.. l! ll m ~ ~ .. TeachiiJi ... ~ j 4) C) CD ~ ! ' ,q a J4 i :,~ ~ ! ~ ~a i !:lot • .a ~ • orf ~ ~ ~ 1 :1 '8 Music C) I .a ~~ ~ § C) 0 orf 
' 
@ ~ ~ ~ · ~ f Cll. CD ~0 8 orf l! J4 0 1D • =- ;;) ! J4 . C) - ~~ i 1""'4 1""'4 4) CD ~ ~ . ... ft.t ~ 4) ~ ~ ~ I £ ] ~ 8 !:lot ~ 4) ~ '8 I ~ ·~ a 8 l: ! . .t' b' t-t !:lot 1D 1:1 411 a 0 1 ~ f.>' Jl ~ j 0 • +2 i , Ill 1""'4 ~ ~ ~ [ 1 1 .$ 1D 1 4) ~~ i ~ ... C) :p .$ • • .i f t' ~ '8 ... 'S 1""'4 ~ ~ ~ t i t) Cll .! e • a:a i! ~ ~ 1D orf ... ~ :f Cll . orf ~ ) ~ a:a 8 10 ~ 0 :§ +2 i 0 = :§ Q) 10 • Ill +2 ~ l! .a ~ ·~ :! ~ .a 10 I +2 ~ 2 C) 0 c! ~ 4) .s .s d 5 .a ~ ~ d ~ +2 C) Cll p,. p.. 0 t-t 0 0 Cll ~ 1-:1 ~ 0 0 H 0 0 -II IZI-11 Cll p 0 0 p,. . 0 
1 B MEd 53 ·.x X 45 45 6 X X X X X X X X X X X · r X X X A X X X 
.,. ,. , X Yes X X X X X X lo X , ~ 
A MEd 48 X X 40 40 7 40 X X X 
, X ,. X X X ~ 1•· ,. X X X X X X X , , X X Yes X None X X X X X X 
, 
2 
X ... X X 
.30 .3 15 7 ,. 
3 I MEd 54 piano 6-2-4 .30 30 7 150 X A 75 90 X X X .30 X ~ X B c A A 
, X X Yes 1' Pal:"t X X X X X X .43 
-
4 D BS 53 instr. 6-2-4 45 45 6 500 X X X 90 90 X X X X 90 a.35 90 X X X X ABC X X X 
·; 
X , , Yes X None X . X X No X 44 
5 D 1M 54 I piano 6-6 25 25 7 100 X X X 100 X X X X X ,x 
" 
X X X X X B X , , X X Yes 7 Part X X X X X X 45 
) 90 2() T 
6 G }II 54 I piano 6-2-4 45 45 7 ll.'70 45 X ( X X 135 X X 90 90 X 405 4fJ ~ X . c ACD A BC 
, ,. X X Yes 3 None X X X X Yes 450 46 
. 
200 ~ ~ .LJ 7 B MEd 54 X 6-3-.3 40 40 X 1040 360 X X X X X 8)0 · x 320 X X X AB X X , , X B Yes 8 !lone 30< X 120 X X X , 
J ,. , lo 1..7 8 A X 53 violin 6-.3-3 45 45 X 135 X X X X X X 45 45 X X X X 45 X AC X X X X Yes 5 All 60 X X X X 
I 1&> lZ 
X 9 D. EM 50 instr. 8-4 45 45 X 540 X X X 180 X X X X X 180 X X B X A X X X X X No X X X X X l2C Yes .360 48 -; 
' 
10 A EM 54 X 8-4 45 45 7 180 X X X X X X X X X X X X 180 · X X X X 
, , X X Yes 1 None X X X X X X 49 
IX 
.. ., 
11 A B.f 46 X X 40 40 X 360 X X X 120 120 120 X X X X X ' X X B AB X X X X X No X None 18: IX X X Ilea 900 50 
lorricial Position 2Additional School Duties 3otber Courses/Music s 4Perf'ol'DilD.ces 5praressional Affiliations -
A. Music Supervieor A. Bomel'OOIIl A. Music Duties lar Administra- Choral: A. County Music ·Associations 
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Cha:pter IV. EVALUATION OF THE DATA 
In this cha:pter the data received and :previously 
:presented will be sunn:narized and evaluated. The order of dis-
cussion will be similar to the e::q>erim.ental technique which -was 
used to obtain the needed inforrration. In order to evaluate 
the material the cha:pter will be divided into seven classifica-
tions: (l) Teacher Data, (2) School Organization, (3) Teacher 
Load, (4) P~rfor.mance, (5) ProfessionalAffiliations, (6) Com-
munity Organizations, and (7) Private Instruction. Under these 
main headings will be discussed the items which a:p:peared on the 
questionnaire. Whenever adidsable the sunn:narized information 
will be :presented in tabular form. and then discussed. This will 
facilitate reading and allow eaey and immediate comparisons-. 
However:, some of the items which were included on the question-
naire could not be significantly evaluated and be omitted in 
this discussion. 
Teacher Data. Personal names, ad~sses, and names of 
schools will not be mentioned in this evaluation. Therefore, 
the first item of significance to be discussed is the official 
titles held by music teachers in the state of Massachusetts. 
The following table :presents clearly and concisely the 
summarized information: 
• 
• 
Table XX. 
OFFICIAL POOITIO:NS HELD :BY MUSIC PEE30NNEL IN MASSACHOSET'IS 
Title Percentage Reporting 
the title 
Music Supervisor ~3% 
Instrumental Music Supervisor 16% 
Vocal Music Supervisor 9% 
Music Teacher 9% 
Assistant Supervisor/Director of Music 7% 
Music Director 5% 
Director of Music Education 7% 
Elementary Music Supervisor 3% 
Director of Bands 2'{o 
Elementary Teacher and Righ School Vocal 
Music Supervisor · l% 
Instrumental and Vocal Music Director 1% 
Instructor in Music 1% 
Classroom Teacher 1% 
Teacher of Vocal Music and Music Appreciation 1% 
Assistant Supervisor of Vocal Music 1% 
Junior High Music Supervisor 1% 
Elementary Instrumental Music Teacher 1% 
Elementary School Instrumental and Vocal 
Music Teacher 
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The infor.nation in the above table is quite revealing, f'cr 
it shows that the nro.sic person actually engaged in classroom 
instruction is not prinarily kno'Wil as a teacher but instead is 
referred to as a supervisor. The total percentage of' music 
personnel holding the title of' teacher numbers thirteen per cent , 
while those titled supervisor number sixty-two per cent of the 
total completed returns. As the music teacher has been given 
the title of supervisor, the supervisor of music in a locale is 
now referred to ae the director of' music education. :Based on 
the number of titles included, it almost seems as if the teacher 
is measured not by his -work but by the title he holds. Perhaps 
progress is determined by a promotion from title to title; or, 
perhaps a change in title every f'ew years presents more satis-
faction than a raise in salary. However the measurement is 
made, it certainly is confusing in evaluating the actual responsi-
bilities of the music teacher, and it must prove equally as con-
fusing to superintendents, school boards, and to the parents and. 
students that come in contact with the :music teacher. Do the 
many titles listed in the preceding table differentiate the 
duties and qualifications of the music personnel? Would it not 
be :much simpler and. twice as ef'fective to use the two titles of 
teacher and supervisor? All persons actually teaching would then 
be called nro.sic teachers, using such meaningful titles as instru-
mental :music teacher, or vocal :music teacher, and those doing 
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supervisory and administrative work could then effectively be 
titled music supervisors. Certainly this division would 
indicate the job responsibilities • 
The following table contains the kind and percentage of 
degrees held by music personnel in this area: 
Table XXI. DEGREES HELD :BY MOSIC PEBSONNEL IN MASSACIIUSETI'S 
Degree Held 
Bachelor of Music 
Master of Music 
:Bachelor of Science 
Master of Education 
:Bache lor of Arts 
Master of Arts 
None 
No Answer 
Doctor of Music 
Doctor of Education 
:Percentage of 
Music Teachers 
34% 
20% 
13% 
13% 
6% 
5% 
5% 
2% 
1% 
1% 
The above table contains :macy of the degrees given by 
teacher training and liberal arts institutions. A variety of 
backgrourids is represented and many advanced degrees are 
evidenced. Sixty per cent of the persons returning the question-
naire hold a bachelor•s degree in some field. Thirty-eight per 
cent coiD.J?leting and returning the questionnaire hold a master 1's 
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d.egree and of those retu.rn.ing the questionnaire, two per cent 
are teaching in the public schools of Massachusetts with a 
doctor's degree. Of significance is the· fact that five :per cent 
of those teachers returning the questionnaire d.o not hold. any 
d.egree. For the :most :part, these teacherg were employed 1n.ore 
than ten years ago. In :most instances these are speciald.ze<l 
teachers, teaching instrumental music for the most :part, althou81 
some are engaged. as choral directors. This distribution of 
degrees between the levels of bachelor, master, and d.octor is 
good. There are twice as many bachelor degrees held. as masters, 
and the number of doctorates lield. is :proportionately low. In-
deed, as the questionnaire sent out was geared :pri:marily to the 
music teacher, it is surprising to find any music teachers 
holding doctor's d.egrees. 
In averaging the returned. questionnaires, it was found 
that music :personnel in this area last studied at a collegiate 
institution in 1951. This figure is significantly high and 
represents an interest on the :part of the .DIIlsic teachers in con-
tinuing their training. As 100ntioned. :previously in a discussion 
of teacher qualifications, the music teacher must constantly be 
studying and learning new teaching techniques and increase his 
musical proficiency in all areas. 
The next item that appeared on the questionnaire in- • 
quired. the major performance field. of the music teacher during 
his college career. In many cases teachers stated music 
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education to 'be their perfo:r.nance fie:l.d. In such instances, the 
question was considered. unanswered.. In addition, nany of the 
persons completing the questionnaire listed a dual performing 
medium, and. 'both are recorded in the following table: 
Table XXII. MAJOR PERFORMANCE FIELDS 
OF MOSIC PERSONNEL IN MASSACHOSETI'S 
Perfornance Field Percentage of TeaChers 
Piano 28% 
Voice 17% 
String 14~ 
No Answer 13% 
Brass 9% 
Woodwind. 7~ 
Percussion l~ 
Organ 1% 
It is not surprising that the piano is listed 'by the 
greater percentage of those replying as their performance field.. 
In most teacher training i:nsti tutions J the pianists far out-
number other instrumenta:l.ists. It is essential that the music 
teacher plays the piano well, as it serves as the basis for much 
of his daily work; however, it should be remembered that no 
music teacher can hope to instruct a band. or an orchestra unless 
he himself' has played. in a band and in an orchestra. In 
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addition the music teacher cannot hope to adequately conduct a 
chorus unless he has had experience singing in a vocal group. 
On the basis of this, it is well to remember that the piano is 
not self'-suf.ficient unto itself' and though it is extremely use-
ful in public school music, the band. and orchestral instruments, 
and the voice, are of equal importance. Voice is listed nert in 
the above table as the performing mediUIZI. of ma.cy o:f the music 
personnel in this area. O.f course, this is to be expected and 
can be substantiated by the number of vocalists enrolled in the 
macy teacher training institutions of the countr;y. This train-
ing in voice is a valuable aid in classroom vocal teaching and 
in the choral music program of any secondar;y school. However, 
the individuals possessing this background must also have had 
experience in piano and. in the other instruments of the band and. 
orchestra. In l0oking at the above table it is amazing to note 
the high percentage of string majors in comparison to the brass 
and woodwind players. In the state of Massachusetts the major 
emphasis has been placed on the development of school bands, ana, 
consequently, it has been assumed that the music teacher 
possessed an insufficient background in strings and was unable 
to develop an orchestral, program in the schools. Accord.mlg to 
Table XXII this is not so. Perltaps in the next few years these 
string men will be able to establish and. build the needed school 
string programs. The ratio of brass to woodwind is about equal, 
in that there are almost identical number of brass and woodwind 
players. However, the balance should be tipped t9~rd the 
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woodwind side, rather than toward the brass, for the band and 
orchestra instrumentation demands a greater number of' woodwind 
players than brass. Of' course, percussion and organ seem to be · 
in a decided minority. Without a doubt, :more music teachers 
should have received a better background in percussion, as in 
most school. music programs this is the instrument most negl.ected.. 
Neither the band nor the orchestra can be without a drum aectio:r:; 
yet there are very few teachers who have been able to teach this 
inst:rument effectively. In moat organizations, it is totally a 
question of how loud this section can play and how fast they can 
play. Organ, of course, is not essential to the teaching of 
music. Rowever, there is much transfer from organ to piano. In 
summarizing this discussion of major performance fields, it is 
well to remember that no matter what his performing medium the 
music teacher must be proficient. A primary musical quality of' 
the music teacher is his performing ability. 
In addition to being proficient 0n his own instrument, he 
must also have a playing knowledge of' the other instruments, in-
cluding the voice, that he is teaching~ In other words, the 
music teacher cannot teach a child how to play the oboe unless 
he can actually play one himself'. 
School Organization. Of those com;pleting the returned 
questionnaires, the following table shows the distribution of 
administrative organization: 
----- - - ---- - - - - --- -
Table XXIII. ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION 
OF PUBLIC s:<mOOIS IN MASSACIDJSET:FS 
Administrative Organization 
6-3-3 
6~2-4 
8-4 
6-6 
No Answer 
5-3-4 
5-2-5 
1-8 
4_4 
7-5 
Percentage of 
Teacher Responses 
31% 
30% 
14% 
8cj, 
6% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
This table shows that the 6-3-3 system of school organiza-
tion is most prevalent in this area. This is not surprising as 
the 6-3-3 organization has gained immediate favor Wherever 
adopted.. However, the 6-2-4 system boasts a higher percentage 
than the traditional 8 .. 4 system. In reality, there is little 
difference between the two. In the 6-2-4 system, a popular school 
organization in New England, the seventh and eighth grades have 
been separated from the lower grades to form. a separate unit of 
organization. However, in the 8-4 system the seventh and eighth 
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grades have remained a part of the elementary school organization, 
although :many systems using this plan of organization consider 
the seventh and eighth grades a junior high school. This junior 
high school is not administered separately, but it does have a 
different class schedule. The other systems of organization 
mentioned in Table XXIII are significant of school programs in 
this area but are not commonly found. 
The average length of the elementary school academic 
period, according to the returned questionnaires, equals thirty-
one minutes. Although many music teachers completing the 
elementary section of the questionnaire did not answer this 
question, as the elementary school does not operate on a period 
basis, forty-two music teachers did specify length of academic 
period. Fifty-seven music teachers indicated the length of the 
single academic period. at the junior high school level. This 
averaged to be forty-five minutes per subject period.. At the 
senior high school fifty-eight :mu.sic persons reported the length 
of the academic period, and this averaged to forty-six minutes 
per academic period. 
Of the forty-two elementary :music teachers indicating the 
length of the academic period, :fifty-eight listed the length of 
the music period. At this level, the average length of the :mu.s:Ic 
period is twenty-eight minutes. :Based on the replies of the 
:fi:fty-aevenmusic teachers that completed the questionnaire, the 
average length of the music period amounted to forty-four 
minutes. With fifty-eight people replying at the senior high 
school level, the average length of the nm.sic period amounts to 
forty-four minutes. Although it is significant to note that the 
music period is shorter than the academic period., the difference 
at all the levels does not amount to more than an average of 
three minutes. This indicates that music is granted. the same 
amoant of period ti:me and is placed, period-wise, on a ]?8-r with 
the academic subjects. In comparing the length ef periods be-
tween the levels of instru.ction, it is interesting to note that 
the period length, both academically and. musically, becomes 
longer. However, it is significant that the difference in 
period length at the junior and senior high school level is 
negligible, and this, also, represents a trend. in school organiza-
tion. 
The next item that appeared on the questionnaire asked 
the number of periods per day at the elementary, junior high and , 
senior high school level. Although maDif of the teachers com-
pleting the elementary section of the questionnaire did not 
indicate the number of periods, as at this level the school 
organization is not on a period basis, the average of those that 
did equals a total of seven periOO.s per school day. This seems 
rather high, but the figure is based on an average, and, of course, 
the length of each :period. coupled with the number of :periods d.e-
termines the length of the school day. At the junior high schoOl.. 
level, six :periods per school day are the average, and in the 
senior high school, seven periods are found. in the average school 
day. This period. distribution of seven-six-seven seems 
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suf'f'icient,. and, as previously pointed. out, the school day is 
determined. by the length of' each period in combination with the 
number of' periods. 
The f'ollowing table inclu<les the amount of' time spent by 
the music teacher in the teaching of music. It ahou1d be re-
membered that many of' the persons completing and returning the 
questionnaire teach at all three levels, and, therefore, their 
time is split between levels. This table is an average of' the 
time spent by all persons reporting any music. teaching responsi-
bili ties, whether on a part time or a fu11 time baste·-
Table XXIV. TIME PER WEEK SPENT TEACHING MOSIC IN MASSACHUSETTS 
Level of Instruction 
Elementary School 
Junior Jiigh School 
Senior High School 
Time Spent 
In School 
11 hrs., 49 min. 
8 hrs., 1 min. 
5 hrs., 4o min. 
Time Spent Total 
' . ~ 0ut Schoo+ 
31 min. 12 hra. 
20 min. 
29 min. 8 hrs. 
30 Jllin.l_ 
1 hr., 6 hrs. 
18 min. 58 min. 
On the basis of the info:rm3.tion given in the above table 
each music teacher teaching at the elementary level spend.s a 
total of' twelve hours and twenty minutes per week teaching music. 
At the junior high school level, each music teacher spends eight 
hours and thirty minutes pel:' week giving instruction, while in 
the senior high school, the music teacher teaches only six hours 
and :fif'ty-eight :minutes per week. These figures do seem low, 
and much of this can be attributed t0 the fact that :maey 0f the 
people teaching music are responsible either for one area of 
instruction, vocal or instrumental, or are required to divide 
their time between the elementary, junior high, and. senior high 
schools.. Rather than the a:mou.nt of time decreasing from 
elementary to junior high to senior high school, the amount of 
time spent in the music program shoul.d increase. However, nany 
school music :prograrna do not include at the senior high level, 
for exam:ple, e~ass instrumental instruction or they do not re-
quire a contizmation of the general music :program begun in the 
elel!i.entary school. They have musical organizations, such as 
band and orchestra and chorus, to which the students nay belong. 
If a good band or orchestra is to be continued th:rougb. the senior 
~ school, class instruction and ensemble ex:perience must be 
:provided. In short, addi. tional musical experiences should be 
offered in the senior high school rathe:r than curtailing any of 
the previous music activities. 
Although :many additional school res:ponsibil.ities, other 
than music, were listed on the questionnaire, a large number 0f 
the music teachers returning the fo~ listed several others. 
The following table lists all of these additional school. responsi~ 
·bilities and the percentage of music teache:rs engaged in these 
activities. 
6l 
and spend. a great deal of' their time rehearsing groups and in 
:program organization, they should. be free of' any school duties 
not related. to music. Of' course, he should be expected to 
attend faculty lll6etings and to help with assembly :prograJl!B in-
volV'ing music :participation, but he should lilOt have to sit in a 
study hall or supervise detention or be responsible for homeroom 
actiV'ities, and above all, he should. not be expected to teach 
another subject. He has been trained., and well-trained, to teach 
music am he should. devote all of his efforts to doing this job. 
In developing the personal, :professional, and musical qualities 
essential to the music teacher and to his job of' teaching music, 
he should expend.. all of his time in effectively teaching, organ-
iziflng, and clevelo:ping his :program. The math teacher or the 
English teacher, for e::x:alllple, do not spend as imey hours or 
have the :program and rehearsal responsibilities of the music 
teacher. In adcli tion, the music teacher must repeatedly supply 
school music talent for community and. service organizations. 
Therefore, the academic subject teacher should. be better able to 
devote his tilll6 to additional school responsibilities more 
readily than the music teacher. The thirty :per cent of the 
music :personnel assigned to additional school duties spend an 
average of five hours and thirteen minutes taken away from. the 
music teacher's job of ·teaching music • In this tilll6, many more 
students could. have been helped. 
Teaching Load. The Music teaching responsibilities or 
the music teacher will be divided into three tables according 
to level o:f instruction. In the :following table the teacher lead 
of the elementa:cy- music :personnel that indicated their teaching 
responsibilities is summarized by courses offered. 
Table XXVI. MUSIC TEACHING BE3P0NSJEBILITIES OF MOSIC 
TEACHER3 IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN MASSACHUS::ETW 
Courses Offered in the 
Elementary School Music 
Program 
Classroom Vocal 
Braes and Woodwind Classes 
Band. 
Orchestra 
Chorus 
String Classes 
Rhythm Band 
Fluto]hone and Tonette Classes 
Music Appre@iation and General Music 
Percussion Class 
Sym]honet Band. 
Music duties largely administrative/supervisory 
Glee Club 
Harmony 
Instrumental Eneembl.es 
NUDiber of Elan. • 
Teachers out of 
Total of 67 
27 
23 
22 
19 
18 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
-e 
Table XXVI, arranged by courses as listed in the questiaa-
naira, is a clear 'indication ef the kind and. number of courses 
o:ffered at the elementary l.evel. Forty-seven of the sixty-seven 
elementary music teachers completing am returning the question-
naire teach classroom vocal music. This is highly signif.icant 
and illustrates how basis this c<:>urse to an elementary :music 
' :program. The number o:f bands, orchestras, and choruses, i~ 
also high, and it is surprising to note that the instrumental 
organiza~ions equal in number the choral groups. At the 
elementary leveJ.:,:m.0st of t~e teaching is ·done by ene music 
teacher, however, specialists, instrumentalists usually, 
occasional+y instruct one area of the prog:ram. This table does 
represent a good distribution of teacher ef'f'ort, and i:f the 
musical results equal the organization, the elementary music 
pr~ can be call.ed successful. 
At the junior high level the following courses are 
taught by music teachers c0mpleting the questi0nnaire. Table 
XXVII includes these courses and the number of teachers, at 
this level, responsible for teachlimg such courses. Tlie follow-
ing figures are based on a total of fifty-eight respol'lSes from 
junior high school music teachers. This table is arranged 
according to the number of persons teaching the course, with 
the highest number first. 
Table :&XVII. MIJSIO TEACHING RllSPONSIBILITIES OF MOOIC 
TEACII:ER3 IN JUNIOR :HIGH SCIIOOIS IN MASSACHDSE'ITS 
Courses Offered in the 
Junior High School 
Music Program 
General Music 
:Band. 
Chorus 
Girls Glee Club 
Orchestra 
:Boys Glee Club 
:Brass ana Woodwind. Classes 
Music Appreciation 
P~rcussion 
Music duties largely administrative/ 
supervisory 
Instrumental Ensembles 
Number of Junior High 
Teachers out of Total 
of 57 
30 
25 
~ 
20 
18 
17 
16 
3 
3 
1 
With the exception of the general music classes, the 
band seems to hold first place in the junior high school music 
program. Indeed, there are only six more persona that listed 
general music that do not list the band.. 0f' course, general 
music is the basic preparatory course in the junior high school 
music program, and. should receive primary consideration. The 
interest in instrumental music continues from the elementary 
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school to the junior high school through class instruction, 
through the band, orchestra, and ensembles. As the instrumental 
program begins to broaden, the choral nmsic program 1 e enlarged 
to include such courses as Girls Glee Club, :Boys Glee Club, in 
addition to the chorus. The classroom vocal music begun in the 
elementary school carries over in the junior high school into 
the general nmsic course, which, in turn, is supplemented by 
courses in music appreciation. 
The following table is a SUlil!Jli9.rization of the music 
teaching responsibilities of those fifty-eight music teachers 
completing the high school section of the questionnaire. 
Table XXVIII. MUSIC TEACHING RF.SPONSI:BILITIES OF MOSIC 
TEACIIER3 IN SENI0R RIGH SCHOOlS IN MASSACHUSETTS 
Courses Offered in the 
Senior High School 
Music Program 
:Band. 
Chorus 
Girls Glee Club 
0rchestre 
:Boys Giee Club 
:Brass and Woodwind Classes 
Instrumental Ensembles 
General Music 
Theory/Harmo:o.v 
Music Appreciation/Fine Arts 
Number. of Senior High 
Teachers out of Total 
of 58 
36 
29 
22 
21 
18 
14 
13 
8 
8 
8 
Table XXVIII. Continu.ed 
Courses Offered in the 
Senior High School 
Music Program 
Vocal Ensembles 
String Ela.ssee 
Aca.:ppella Choir 
Dance Orchestra 
Private instruction in school tilDe 
Senior Music Class 
Percussion Classes 
Freshm3-n Music Class 
Choral Society 
Operetta Class 
Music duties largely administrative/ 
supervisory 
Number o:f Senior High 
Teachers out of Total 
of 58 
5 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
It is significant to note that at the senior high level 
the nmsic curriculum broadens still more than it did. at the 
junior high school level. The choral :music program includes 
the acappella choir, choral society, freshman :music, senior 
nmsic _, and. vocal eE8eliible.e, in addition to the glee clubs and. 
the chorus found in the junior high school. In the instrumental 
music program the band. achieves primary consideration at the 
senior high level. R~ever, the number of orchestras. instructed 
as a part of the teaching load of' those completing the 
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questionnaire is high. Much :more ensemble experience is :pro-
vided at this level, altb.ou.gh the number 0f instrmnental classes 
decreases. Rather than decreasing, the instrumental classes at 
this level should increase. No instrumental organization such 
as the band or orchestra can :progress witheut :proper instruction 
being given the individual players. This can beat be done 
throu.gh class lessons. At the junior high level and in 
]>articular the senior high level, it is more connnon to find 
nru.sic teachers with a single responsibility, such as an inst:ru.-
:mental teacher to direct the band and. orchestra and. instruct 
the instrumental classes. Due to the size ef the nru.sic program, 
in many schools, such specialization is needed; and, it is good 
in that it provides more and better musical experiences for the 
:participants. As evidenced in the teacher data section, when 
the titles of music :personnel in the area were discussed, many 
of the :persons completing this report had direction over one 
area of the nru.sic :program. It is to be assumed that more 
:pr0gress can be made in this case, as the specialist aheuld, 0f' 
necessity, be an expert in his :particular field. 
Perfol"'IRnce. According to the returned questionnaires, 
eighty-one per cent of the nru.sic :person:nel are responsible for 
:performances at the ele:menta:ry school level. Nineteen per cent 
do not give performances in conjuntion with their nm.sic duties • 
At the junior high school level, ninety .. three per cent of -the 
music teachers are responsible for at least one :performance per 
year. No performances during a year• s ti:me .were given by seven 
J?er cent of the mu.sic teachers in the junior high school. In 
the senior high school ninety-two per cent of the music 
)?ersonnel teaching at this level ind.icate!l that nru.sic J?erform.-
ances 'Were given !luring the year. At this level, eight per 
cent of the music teachers note!l that no J?erfor.IDE:~.nces were 
given. 
Of' the eighty-one :per cent giving :perfonnances at the 
elementary l.evel, seven of the J?erformances were choral, nine 
were instrumental, and nine included such musical :programs as a 
minstrel show, an operetta, assembly :program.. I:a. the junior 
high school an average of four choral grou.:pa :pe:rf'ormed during 
the year, thirteen instrtnnental groul)s, and four (l)ther :programs 
were given, such as e:perettas. Eight choral perforne.nces were 
given during a year at the senier high school. level, with fGUr-
teen inatrwnental. concerts as the average, and. four 01)erettas 
or musical. plays or dance band. :perfo:ronances being given. This 
information is significant and. represents, for the m.ost part, a 
con.aistent. follow-through from. level to level. In other words, 
the instrumental perfoi'.IW..nces at the junior high school level 
are greater in number than the inetrul:llental perfennances at the 
elementary level., and. are less than the number of performances 
given by the senior high school. instrumental. music groups. Th:is 
·is true also in the vocal. area, a1:th01lgh the elementary vocal 
:perfe:rmances outnumber the junior high and. senior high school 
:performances. This occurs, in the main, as the elementary 
grou.J?S often participate in part of a :program. or are asked to 
perform. for a special. organization such as the Parent Teachers 
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Association. At the secondary level, however, the performances 
are consid.ered. in terms o:f a :formal. concert. Although there is 
a dif':ference evidenced in the number o:f perforn:e.ncea given at 
each level, there should be more perfornances given at the high 
school level,- and e-ven at the junior high leveL O:f course, 
the programs must be adequately prepared, but through perform-
-
a.nce more litera.ture nay be read, individual. playing skil.l.s will 
increase, and the perf'or.m:ing organization will achieve greater 
playing pro:ficiency. It is the responability o:f the music 
·teacher to al.l.O'W ample rehearsal time :for all per:fol."m'iD.Ces, but 
it is als0~_the teacher's res!Jonsibility to insure opportunities 
:for his groups to perform. 
Pro:fessio:ti'!:tl A:f:filiations. The :following table lists 
the pro:feasioml music and education organizations to which aey 
o:f the eighty-six music teachers completing the questionnaire 
indicated :membership. Included, also, are the number o:f IllllBiC 
personnel, out o:f the total o:f eighty-six, belonging to each 
organization. 
Table XXIX. PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS OF MUSIC 
PEffiONNEL IN MASSACRUSET'IS 
Professional Organization Number o:f Teachers 
Music Educators National. Conference 
Massachusetts Music Ed.ucators Association 
County Music Associations 
In-and-About Boston Music Educators Club 
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Table XXIX •. Continued 
Professional 0rganization Number of Teachers 
Music Teachers National Association 8 
National EducationAssociation 5 
Southeastern Ms.ssachusetts School 
Bandmasters Association 3 
National Association of Teachers of Singing 1 
El.ementary School Principals Assooiation 1 
@f course, those :music teachers bel.onging to the Music 
Educators National Conference also belong to the local orga'ni~a-
tion, the Massachusetts Educators Association. However, sixty-
six music teachers, out of' eighty-six teachers re:porting, that 
belong to these organizations is a fine and significant represent-
ation. Much of' this may be attributed to the biennial conventfun 
of the Eastern Division of the Music Ed.ucatora National Con-
vention being hel.d. in Boston in 1955. The other gr0u:ps in the 
above table have aubstantial.ly leas of a mem.berahi:p but are, fer 
the moat :Part_, adequately re:presented by the music :personnel of' 
the state of Massachusetts. '!he need of' belonging to :professioral. 
organizations and. the benefits derived from mem.bershi:p is dis-
cussed in Cha:pter II under the :professional qualifications of' 
the music teacher .. 
~:.~f significance at this :p~int is that out of the eigh-ty-
six music teachers _reporting info:t:m9.tion fifty :per cent stated 
-- - - ----- -- -- - -
that none of their convention expenses were defrayed by the 
school. Twenty-five ~er cent indicated that the school supplied 
a part of the funds :for their attendance, eleven per cent 
stated that their total expenses were defrayed by the school, 
and. fourteen per cent did not answer this question. The music 
teacher should attend conventions to increase his background. 
and. training. :However, to ~ke auch attendance possible, school 
systems should pay the expenses of the teachers in the system 
who wish to increase their teaching and musical proficiency. In 
fact, many schools will not pe~t a teacher to attend a pro-
fessional convention even at his own expense, and in man;y other 
systems, the teacher is allowed to attend, but he is not paid 
for the school days he loses in attending. Many schools dis-
courage their teachers :from even attempting to attend the con-
ventions of professional organizations, when the school should 
do all in their power to have their teachers at as :man;y con-
ventions as ~oesible. 
Commun1ty Organizations. Fifty-two ~r cent o:f those 
completing and returning a questionnaire indicated participation 
in one or more community . organizations. O:f those I!IUsic 
teachers re~lying, forty-eight ~r cent noted no participation 
in a community organization. Based on the fifty-two per cent 
replying in the af:firnative, the I!IUsic teacher spends an average 
o:f three hours and thirteen nrinutee per. week in such activities. 
Although fifty-two per cent indicates that better than half of 
the eighty-six completing the questionnaire do participate in 
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community groups, a substantial number of music teachers either 
did not complete this portion of the questionnaire or replied 
in the negative. More music teachers should S:Pend tillle working 
in community grou:ps, either as a member or as the group director. 
As a :musician7 and it is assumed that all mu.sic teachers do 
possess certain musical qualities, the music teacher has a dis-
tinct contribution to of:fer many music groups. His is a 
specialized skill, and he should be willing to share this skill 
and knowledge in community musical activities. As a member o:f 
a community, which is totally apart :from his school duties, the 
music teacher must be willing to assume some comrrnmi ty 
responsibility. This responsibility can be :fulfilled to a 
large extent by partici.pation in a comunmity music organization. 
The responsibility o:f the music teacher to the. community is dis-
cussed in Chapter II under the qualif'ications o:f the music 
~acher. 
Private Instruction. O:f the eighty-six :persons return-
ing a completed questionnaire, :forty-one per cent indicated 
that they gave private music lessons apart :from their teaching 
responsibilities. Fi:fty-nine per cent stated that they did not 
teach privately. The average time :per week spent giving :private 
instruction amounts to seven hours and twenty-:five minutes. 
Forty-one :per cent to :fi:fty-nine per cent is a good distribution 
and indicates some mixed feelings on the problem. In fact, 
man;r school systems prohibit the music teacher to give :private 
instruction. In addition, ma.n;y- of' the music teachers answering 
-e· 
the questioDllE1ire stated that they did not have time to give 
private lessons, and others stated that they were not interested. 
It is the mu.sic teacher's obligation to give private lessons if' 
there is no other means of instruction available, either throUS1 
class instruction in the schools or through a private music 
teacher living in the town. However, if' there is suf'f'icient 
time provided in the school schedule and if' the proper private 
teachers can be found, there is no need f'or the music teacher 
to give private music lessons. 
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OhaJ)ter VI. SlJMMARY_, C0NOLUSION3 AND SUGGmTI<DNS 
Summary am Conclusions 
This thesis has attemJ)ted to analyze music teaching 
J)osi -tinns in the :rmbl.ic schools of Massachusetts. On fue basis 
--()""f such an analysis a more uniform apJ)roach toward the training 
and employing of music teachers can be adGJ)ted. Music teachers 
will J)Ossess similar backgrounds of training am experience 
that will facilitate J)lacement and will lead, eventually, to the 
establishing of better and more standardized :public school music 
J)rograms. 
Fr0m the naey personal_, musical, am :professional 
qualifications discussed in this thesis, it is J)ossible to see 
the vital elements which are considered essential to the success 
of fue music teacher. Most of the J)ersore.l and J)rofessional 
qualifications included would be considered requisites for any 
type of teaching, yet their importance in relation to music is 
in their direct aJ):plication to the subject by the teacher. 
Although the qualificati0ns included in this thesis are largely 
based on J)ersonal opini0ns, they can be nade more meaningful by 
mush research and study in the field 0f music teacher qualifica-
tiGns. 
Personal qualities include personality, leadership, en-
thusiasm, a sJ)irit of cooperation and. being efficient. The 
music teacher should also take an active :part in communi tF 
activities. Out of a total of eighty-six com;pleted questionnai:te a, 
fifty-two per cent of' the teachers replying stated that they pal:'-
ticipated in a commun1ty Dnlsic organization. In addition the 
Dnlsic teacher should retain a sense of' humor, be in good 
:physical condition, and possess a broad cultural background that 
will allow h:illl. to be intellectually on a level with the other 
teachers in the school. 
Professional qualities include teaching techniques, the 
curricular :pa.tterru> significant to pr0fessional development, and 
the organizational :procedures necessary to the success of' the 
Dnlsic teacher. Seven of the eighty-six. Dn.lsic teachers who com-
pleted the questionnaire indicated that their music responsi-
bilities were prima.rily that of' program. organization. Moreover, 
the Dn.lsic teacher must be constantly studying to learn new teach-
ing devices and be ready to adopt new it!lteas and concepts 
applicable to his teaching and. to his teaching situation. :Based 
on the returned questionnaires, 1951 was the avexage year that 
music personnel last studied at a collegiate institution. 
Although personal and professional qualities are essential 
to the music teacher, he must also :possess sufficient musical 
background and. experience to allow him to teach his subject. 
Ria musicianship, :performing abilities, knowledge of theory, 
harmony, history, and. literature, coupled with his conducting 
abilities and. his musical taste determine his success in teach-
ing. In fact, thirty music teachers out of the fifty-seven that 
completed the junior high section of the questionnaire indicated 
they directed a band. in the junior high school; thirty-six. out ct: 
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fifty-eight teachers noted that they conducted a senior high school 
band:. In addition, there are sixty~nine choral groups in the 
senior high school requiring conducting skills, and t~ty-seven 
choral organizations at the junior high level, which necessitates 
cond~cting leaderShip. 
It can be concluded that these personal, professional, am 
:musical qualificationa are essential to the job of teaching 
music, and. that they are all possessed. in same degree by th0se 
persons presently engaged in teaching music. To insure more 
effective teaching, however, a higher degree of these qualities 
Should be achieved by more music teachers. 
The data for the job analysis were obtained by means 0f a' 
questionnaire sent to a representative sample of music teachers 
in the public schools of Massachusetts. Out of the total of 
three hundred and eighty-five questionnaires sent, ninety-four 
were returned. From the eighty-six completed questionnaires, 
the information was presented and evaluated. In evaluating the 
data the material was divided into seven classifications, 
notably· teacher data, school. organization, teacher load, :per-
formance, professional affiliations, community organizations, 
and private instruction. Under teacher data, the official 
positions or titles held by music personnel in this local.e were 
discussed. It was :found. that the music teachers actually teach-
ing were called supervisors, while supervisors and administrators 
were referred to as llDlaic education directors. The degrees held 
by music personnel in Massachusetts represented a variety of 
backgrounds and were well-divided between the levels 0f bachelor, 
master and dootor. In summarizing the :major :per:forma.nce field c£ 
those re:pl:yil:lg, :pia:ao 'WB.s :forurl. to be listed most ofte:a as the 
perf o:rming medium.. 
Under school organization, the administrative system most 
prevalent in this area is the 6~3-3, although the 6-2-4 system 
is almost as popular as the 6-3-3 and was listed twice as many 
times as the traditional 8-4 system of organization. The average 
length of the academic and music periods differed f'rom one level 
of instruction to another. However, the diff'erence in length o:f 
time between the :music and academic periods at all of the levels 
indicates that liiUSic is granted the same amount of period. time 
and. is placed, period-wise, on a par with the academic subjects. 
At all levels the number of :periods per school day averages be-
tween six and seven. In computing the ave:rage amount of time 
spent per week at each level of instruction, both in and. out of 
school> it was found. that the greatest amount of' time is spent 
at the elementary level, a relatively less ~t of time is 
spent .i:a the junior high, and. still less is devoted to the teach-
ing of music in tb.e senior high school. Of significance is the 
fact that seventy per cent of those returning the questionnaire 
listed. no additional school responsibilities. However, the re-
maining thirty per cent listed a variety of duties, with ten per 
ceni> of the teachers indicating their responsibitity to be that 
of club advisor. 
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The teaching l0ad of' the music :personnel in this area was 
sllllllmrized in Chapter V by means of three tables: (1) Music 
Teaching Responsibilities of Music Teachers in Elementary Schools 
in .Massachusetts, (2) Music Teaching Responsibilities of Music 
Teachers in Junier High Schools in Massachusetts, and (3) Music 
Teaching Responsibilities of Music Teachers in Senior High 
Schools in Massachusetts. At the elementary level, classroom. 
vocal music received primary consideration; whereas at the 
junior high level general music was most frequently found.. In 
the senior high school the band was the focal point of the music 
program. From level to level the program broadens to include 
additional music courses and organizations. 
The percentage of perf'ornances given per year. by the 
elementary, junior high and senior high schools is definitely 
high. At the elementary level eighty-one :per cent of the music 
personnel completing the questionnaire are responsible :for per-
f'Ol"llBnces. At the junior high, ninety-three per cent of' the 
music teachers give one perfonnance. per year. In the senior 
high school ninety-two per cent indicated that musical per:fol"'I8nces 
~ere given during the school year. 
In summarizing the professional affiliations of the 
eighty-six music teachers completing this questionnaire, sixty-
six of them listed membership in the Music Educatc:>ra Natioral 
Conference and in the Massachusetts Music Educators Association. 
Many more groups were listed and included an adequate 
:representation. The convention expenses :for teachers interested 
8o 
in attending conventions were, in :fifty :per cent of' the cases :net 
def'rayed. by the school. However, eleven ]ler cent rep<:>rted. total 
def':ray:ment, and twenty-f'ive :per cent noted that their expenses 
were partially paid by their school system. 
Better than half' of' those completing and returning a 
questionnaire indicated participation in one or more community 
organizations. The music teacher spends an average of three 
hours and thirteen minutes per week in such acti vi tie e. 
Of' the eighty-six persons returning a completed question-
naire, :forty-one :per cent indicated that they give :private music 
lessons apart :from their teaching responsibilities. The average 
time :per week spent in private instruction amounts to sevea 
heurs and. twenty-five minutes. 
In concl.uaic:>n, the il'lformtion reported. on. the question-
naires is wide in scope and represents a variety of teaching 
s i tua tiona • Al. though there is a continuing of' the :mu.aic program 
from elementary- to junior high and to senior high school, this 
development can be better correlated. between the levels of in-
struction a<;> that the music program will broaden in content. 
Suggestions 
en· the basis of the def'iciencies evidenced in the ne.teria.l.. 
received, previously presented and evaluated_, the f'ollQ'Wing 
eight suggestions are made: 
L. Those persons actually engaged in teaching music 
should receive the title of' :music teacher. 
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2. Music personnel serving in a supervisory or ad.ministm-
tive capacity should be titled music supervisors. 
3 • The music program shou]d. be planned. to include 
additional music courses and organizations at each 
level. 
4 • A :ma.ximum. of' the school music activities should be 
scheduled. in school time. 
5· Music teachers shoul.d not be· respensible f'or any 
additional school activities. 
6. The number of' perf'ornances given per year should be 
increased. in the jliDior high and senior high schools 
in all music areas. From one level of' instruction to 
another, the per:formances sh.ou1d double in the number 
given per year. 
7. Music teachers should receive financial assistance 
f'rem the school systems to attend conventions. 
8. More music teachers should participate in community 
musical activities. 
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APPENDIX 
w. 
• 
Dear Sir: 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
College of Jrlusic 
25 Blagden Street 
Baston 16, Massachusetts 
March 19, 1955 
As a part of my graduate work at Boston University, I am conducting a survey 
of music teaching positions-in the State of Massachusetts. This is one of a 
series of projects being conducted by Boston University under the direction of 
Lee Chrisman, Chairman, Music Education Department, and intends to cover all 
phases of music education in this area. Iilcluded in this study will be all per-
sons actively engaged in teaching music on a part~time or full-time basis in 
the public schools of this State. Through such an analysis it will be possible 
to ascertain the function and responsibilities of the music teacher within this 
locale. By defining mu~ic teaching positions, through analysis, it will be possi-
ble to adopt a mar~ uniform procedure in the ·training and employing of music 
personnel. To my knowledge, no ~tudy is available on this problem. 
_The enclosed questionnaire has been prepared as a means of acquiring essen-
tial data. Any comments regarding the enclosed form and the project at 'hand will 
greatly facilitate this study. If you wish a tabulated report of questionnaire 
returns, enclose a self-addressed envelope and I will be glad to make this material 
available. to you. 
Your assistance in this matter will be greatly appreciated, and I will antici-
pate the return of this questionnaire at your earliest convenience. 
-_-- ~-----
RP 
Enc. (2) 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
Name of person making report ______ ~--------~----~=-----------------~-----------------
Address ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-N~ of school 
----------------------------~---------------------------------------------
Official position------------------------------------------------------------------------
D.e held 
(date) (date) (date) 
Indicate the last time you did course work at a collegiate institution-------------
Major performance field during college career ________________________________________ __ 
Administrative organization of school:= · - 6-3....:y--c:::::J , 8-4 t:=:J ; 6-2-4 t---~ • Other~-~' --
Approximate enrollment: Elementary ________ __. (Junior High) ____ ; Sr. High -..._ __ 
Length of academic subject period Length of single music period 
Elementary -----~minutes Elementary ___ ..;:minutes 
(Junior High) minutes {Junior High) minutes 
Senior High minutes 
.. 
Senior High minutes 
Number of periods per day: Elementary (Junior High) Senior High 
Notate actual minutes per week spent in teaching music: In Schnnl Out School 
Elementary 
. . 
(Jr • High) 
Sr. High 
-· - -
----~-----
-
-~ ·- . ----
Indicate additional school responsibilities - other than music 
.. ... 
_ School Respon1=d hi 1 -t. ties Minutes Per Week I~ In School _Out School 
.. ... .. ... 
-
.. 
HI 
Club( s) Advisor -
CounRA1n-r 
·-§i;t(s) other than music -
o {s) -
-·-- . 
~~- -----...:::.-.- .~ ----- - .---::::----. ~--
--·-
-
- --~ 
- ·-
.. 
·-· 
- ~ ~~; .. ::--~--.-
' 
~-~~~---~- -· --
- -·-
-· 
... 
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2. 
From. the following list of courses, check those you actually teach. Indicat·e by an 11Rn others 
for which you are responsible: 
Courses Meeting~ Per Week Tota::i~tes Per 1-leek 
In School Out School 
Elementa~: 
/ 
m assroom Vocal 
Orchestra 
Chorus 
String m <>."1QA,S 
---- ~. -- --·- . -
Brass & Wond-.rind Classes 
Rn:vthm Band 
Other -
(Jnnior ~igh): 
.... ... ~ ·-- .. ·····-· . ... -- -·· -
Band 
Orches_tra 
Chorus 
Girl s Glee Club 
Boy1 s Glee Club 
General Music 
String r.1 "' QQ<> s . 
BrcJ.SS f!r-. Wood.wind Classes 
Ap~.L""c:i.a.tio_n \ 
Qther-
Senior Hi@.: 
... 
-
...... 
··········· ... 
Bam 
Chorus 
Girl 1 s Glee Club 
!3oy_v s Glee Club 
n.onAl"Rl Mll!'l; C'. 
Stri11.:g -classes -==-~ - .. ------ .. ---- - -- - - ----- ·--·---· .. 
-
··-
-
. 
. ----- . --
B;ass-,.& W· -"· 'nr'J r.1 R.q."1AS ·-
.. 
----
----- -
.. 1- -
-. --
Instrumental RnQ<>mhlA.s 
Ac.apnella Choir 
Theorv/Hal"nlonv 
Q~l' - I 
I I 
. 
.. 
··~; 
.. 
Fill in group and indicate approximate number of' ·:Performarrce-s-·per year at each level. This in-
cludes band, orchestra, chorus, ensembles, operettas, and others. 
Group H!ln,.,n.,.,tary (JUIJ.ior Hi_gh) R~ni (),.. High 
Choral: .. .. .. .. .. 
.... .... o o o O•W •• ~. •••-
·-·· .. ·· .. 
.. . 
./ 
/'/ ... .. .. . ... . . 
l. 
~: 
Instrumental: 
i. .... ..... -·· - .. .. . .. .. .. .. 
2. 
- -- -. 
3 .. 
Other~ 
l. 
2. 
3. 
,. 
Professional affiliations: 
Member of: 
···-· 
.. . 
N.e. meetings Offices, Date 
' 
... 
Attended --per yr • Responsibilities 
l. 
2. 
. ·• 
J .• 
4o ----·~ --
Do you attend conventions of professional organization:??. 
---------------------------------------
If yes, which conventions? ---------------------------------------------~---------------------
Defrayment o_f expenses by school arnormts to: --=A=l=l'-_ ---------=P:..:a::=rt:..:::_ _____ -=N.::::o.:::n::::e ____ _ 
Indicate ,participation in outside music activities: 
Band 
Do you<give private music lessons? ________________________________________________ -+-------
If yes, total number of minutes per. yeek --------------------------------------"------
'-~·· 
•. 
-~--
<~-~ 
- -~"'-. 
